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Abstract 
This graduation project report wns u partinl rt•qui~ment of the Bachelor Dc!,rrec of 
Information Technology. This pn~ject focused on the testing and implementation of 
streaming multimedia files using multicast and unicast technology through Local 
Arca Network with conserving network resources. It is also an effort being carried 
out to provide a multimedia and intcracti'H~ \\Cb base entertamment system for 
Faculty of Computer Science and Information Technology. 
Multimedia has become a popular catchword during the last few years. The idea 
behind a multimedia network is a single network combining an improving all current 
technologies that realizes fast and convenient access for the customer to voice. data 
and video applications. 
The WebTV concept is first conceived to solve the weaknesses or tmditional 
television in this demanding social. The WchTV is designed to he a multimedia 
environment, utilizing state-ot:.thc-art currently powerful technology to 
accommodate user requirement. 
Since the study of multimedia broadcasting is still a new topic in computer \\orld, 
only limited streaming technology available for this project. The core technology 
deployed in this project is Microsoft Windows Media Services 4. i. which is o 
powerful streaming technology use for stream all on-demand and live broadcasting 
TV programs to users. 
Finally, it conclude that WchTV can be implemented usins either unicast or 
multicast stream and all streams will he ahlc to provide the optimum quality if 
implemented in 1.iocol Arca Network. 
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1.1 Project Overview 
Chapter l 
lntroducti<'n 
Television und Internet nrc the tl1l)S\ pKmcrful k'\:hnologics for information 
transmission across the world. The ultimaitc qucstton is will these two powerful 
technologies from the world, television (broadcast video) and the Internet (the 
Internet Protocol and the I lypertcxt Markup Language "HTML") to be combine? The 
answer is YES! The development of streaming technology with brief download time, 
television and Internet can be combine to provide an informative and entertaining 
service to computer users. Streaming is the delivery of media content o~cr the 
Internet using data compression and this process allows the user to start playing th.: 
material as it downloads. This saves having to download the entire file hclhn.· user$ 
can play it. For example when users receive streamed videos or files, the • cun stnrt to 
view them immediately without waiting for the entire movie or uudio clip t<' 
download to their computer, thus avoiding frustrating delays. With WcbTV computer 
users can watch their favorite television p1rograms using their O\'t1l computer. 
This project, WchTV is concentrate on the development of a \\Cb bn c 
intcmctive television hroadcast via Local Arca Netv.ork (LAN) using streaming 
technology. Reside television broadca!1t, this project will also include music-on-
demand and video-on-demand using the same technology. The viev~cr can watch 
bc.lth live television programs und recorded movie file or listen to some recorded 
music on-line. ·1 hi cntcrtninmcnt system will use us n upporting to the wenkne~ of 
the conventional television 
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Chapte1r 1 
Introduction 
lnfonnation and entertainment deliH'I) from comcntion television was just 
0~c-way communication. I lomc users can only watch television programs from 
television station, but their can not sent some opinion and comment to local 
television station or requests some feedback from television station. This made the 
C()nvention television was not interactive for ,all home users. Beside that, the cost for 
a television system was also very expensive which include the cost of that television 
and installation. It was impossible for an organization or institution to provide each 
S~fT one television because the cost requires was very high. With the development of 
Wi.!bTV all these constraints can be solve b.ecause it provides interactive between 
~r and television station and it also cheep compare to the convention television 
sy~tcm. 
I.~ Project Objective 
Th\! main objectives of this project are as follow: 
i.) To provide an informative, innovative, interactive, and user-friendly web 
base entertainment system for Faculty of Computer Science and Information 
Technology (FSKTM). 
ii.) To test and implement live stream1ing and encoding technology using 
multicast through FSKTM's Local Arca Network (LAN). 
iii .) To test and implement multiple unicast streaming with conserving nctwort 
resources. 
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I .J Project Scopr 
Chapter I 
Introduction 
This project was developing base on soml! ~~onstruint. \\htch limited the scope of the 
project. Below were the scopes of this proj~ct: 
i.) This entertainment system is design and de~clop for the used within LAN. 
For example FSKTM's LAN or UM's LAN because of the bandwidth 
requirement was the boundary for outsider from accessing this system. 
ii.) Users can only watch local television programs only for example RTM 
(Rancangan Televisyen Malaysia), TV3, and NTV7 television programs only 
because this system can receive local television station broadcast only. 
iii .) All television programs stream to users will no guarantee quality of SCI' ic( 
(QoS) because all streaming arc thrnugh Ethernet. 
iv.) This ~ystcm can only provide limited songs and videos for On-Demand 
streaming because video files require a lot of hard disk storage space. 
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1.4 Project Schedule 
Chapter 1 
ln\roduct1on 
This project started from July 2000 und planned will he fimsh at January 200 l, which 
require about seven months to complete this project To ensured that the 
development of this project easier to control and to be complete on time, this project 
would divide into 5 phases 
i.) Literature review and system study 
ii .) System requirement definition 
iii .) System analysis and design 
iv.) System development and tcstmg 
v.) Documentation 
Below was the project schedule planning. 
Activities Jun Aug Sep Oc1 Nov Oec Jan 
-- - ------------1---~-_._--+---+--- -
Literature review 
1------------1---+---+---t--- -+---+----f'-System analysis and design 
Sys1cm development and testing 
Documentation 
Figure \ .1 Planning Schedule 
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1.5 Project Or~a nization 
Chapter l 
Introduction 
This report was organi2.ation in 8 chapters Bdow is the summary of each chapter of 
the report 
Chapter 1: Introduction 
This chapter introduces the overview of Web TV system and define system objective. 
Besides, it also includes project scope and schedule. 
Chapter 2: Literature Study and Analysi~ 
This chapter summarizes all the literature review and analysis work being done. 'l'hl' 
contain mainly conclude technology, which has been review such as, c~isting 
system, system architecture, database, server, development plutform, nnd 
development tools. 
Chapter 3: Sy!ltern Analysi!I 
This chapter defines the development methodology un<l system rcquin:mc.!nt for the 
system. Functional and non.functional requirement arc define. ln addition, it also 
includes the requirement for development platfonn, database sen: er, \\Cb SCI'\ er, \\Cb 
publishing technology, streaming technology. und development tools. 
< 'h11pter 4: Sy!ltcrn Design 
This chuptcr conccntrutcs on the design or the system architecture. Besides, it also 
ddinl.'~ the functionnl und datuhusc design for the system. Graphical user interface 
design wus ulso define in this chapter. 
• 5 • 
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Chapter l 
\ ntroducttnn 
Chapter~: System lmpll'mcnhttion 
This chapter systematically defines th~ nnpkmcntation of the system from the very 
beginning. It provided the mformatton to setup a de\ clopment environment and how 
to develop the system module by module. 
Chapter 6: Sy8tem Testing 
This chapter extensively defines the procedure carried out a testing to the system 
Unit testing, module testing, integration testing and system testing were include m 
this chapter. 
Cha1>tcr 7: Project flnding 
This chapter briefly explains the achievement of the system implcmcntntion. The 
content mainly focus on the evaluation of the system, problems encounter and its 
solutions, and also future enhancement. It also includes a shot description uhout the 
knowledge gain. Finally, review of goal was defined. 
Cha1>ter 8: Conclu!\ion 
This chapter concludes the success of the system. 
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Chapter 2 
Literature Study and Analysis 
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Chapter 2 
Literature Stud} and ,\n:\l~:;i-. 
2.1 Finding 
Literature review for this project wns dl\tdcd mto three pnrts, the first part will 
discuss aboul ex1sting system, which people had dc,eloped and currently is using. 
And the second part will focus on strcammg solution provider, which provide 
facilities or solution for an enterprise or an organization. The last part will be focus 
on the discussion of son~ technologies and tools that are available in market for the 
use of development of this project 
2.1.1 Existing Broadcasting System 
There are a lot of existing systems, which had been developed and were similar to 
this project specification and requirement for example CNN Onlmc, AB ' 
(Australian Broadcast Cooperation) Online, AdvcntureTV, Dvrplayer, l lollywood 
online, FSPN sport onlme, CNBC Dow Jones online, liketelev1s1011, Fox Sport, 
Mus1cV1dco com, and NBC1 All these system can be category in to 5 majnr types, 
which was news, entertainment, documentary, sport, and business. 
2.1.1.1 CNN Online 
CNN was the world's largest news orgamzat1on. CNN News was a weh has1..· 
informative system, which provides comprehensive on·dcmand news to all lntemct 
users across the world using streaming technology. All latest news and infomiatiun, 
which had hnppen at any corner from the worlc.1, can be access from this web site. 
Beside provide latest news it also provides other services for example video on 
demand, video archive, audio on demand, and point cast. This interact\\ c \\Cb base 
system was developed using technology from Microsoft Windows Media technology 
and realpluycr technology with Ul >P/I P unicast streaming. CNN on line also cnnhlc 
Internet users to choose their desired bandwidth, which suitable for them hardware 
pcrfor111an1.:c. 111 
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AdventureTV.com provided useful mformntmn and documentary regarding natural 
environment. flora, an<l fauna around the world nus \\Cb base broadcastmg system 
enables Internet users request an on-demand of prerecorded documentary video. All 
on-demand streaming to Internet users will attach some useful information and brief 
explanallon about that documentary. For example a documentary regarding journey 
to Sabah had mcludc mformat1on about the country name, area-park, location, brief 
explanation and contact information for Internet user to get further information. 
Adventure1V com was usmg Microsoft Media Technology only for broadcasting 
and streaming all on-demand requeslc; to Internet users. [2] 
2.1.1.3 Dvrplayer .com 
Dvrplaycr.com Prtvate Limited was a subsidiary of A1rt1mc Management & 
Programming Private Limited (AMP) 131. which 1s prov1dm!! onlmc rndto 
transmissions through its web site at www.dvrr.h1ycr.com Internet users can !;O on 
the I nternct to listen to their favorite radio station AMP had numnge<l liw rndil' 
stations I lit.I, FM, Mix FM, Light & Easy, l:.ra, and My l·M The n.:ul-timc radio 
broadcasts had included more than just music, with information on the song cur11:ntly 
playing (album title, track and artiste name), as well as the next song and artiste l'hc 
dvrplaycr com site will in future include wcbcastmg, m which v.ebcams will be 
placed at select studios, and e-commerce tic-ups. For example, it would then be 
possible to click on a related link to the track currently playing, so those listeners can 
purchase the album online. 
2.1. l.4 ESPN S1•ort 
ESPN Sport was one of the subsidiaries of I:.SPN Inc., which provide latest news and 
mfornmtton rcgunling all km<l or sport event around the world. Thi:s broadcasting 
system pmvidcd video und uudio on·dcnurnd streaming, which mostly about the 
highlights of a sport event for example ESPN radio, TV listings, video highlight, and 
u11d10 h1ghltght. Like ( NN onlmc 1t prnvidc two types of streaming service and 
bandwidth to Internet usc1 s via Microsoft Media technology and realplayer 
tcdmology 141. 
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2. t. t.5 N 8(' I ntcrnet, Inc 
NBC Internet, Inc. (NBCi), n glohnl mtcgrnt~d ml'dm company, was founded in 
November 1999 NBC1 mtcgratt!s access to maJor media platfonns, including 
Internet, broadcast and cable telcv1smn, and radio NBC1 was created through the 
combination of Snap, XOOM.com, NBC.com. NBC Interactive Neighborhood, 
Accessllollywood.com, V1de0Seeker and a 10 percent equity stake in CNBC.com 
NBCi offers access to a combmauon of on-air and online services. Online, NBCi's 
flagship Web site, Snap (http://ed1t1on.snap.com/), provides a comprehensive online 
experience to users worldwide via Internet search & directory, community, shopping, 
e-commerce, multimedia and entertainment services across all bandwidths. ln 
addition to high-quality free Web services, such as search and a directory of Wl!b 
sites, Internet users also provided other free services such as home-page bmldmg, 
chat rooms, downloadable software, message boards and gn;ctmg cards NHCi also 
offers innovative NBC content, including certain full-motion video pmgrnmmmg, 
onginal extensions of NBC shows - including sites for "Saturday Night l 1\C11 and 
"The Tonight Show with Jay Leno," - and locah1.ed commumty gmdcs contK'rtcll t\l 
local NBC stations IS l 
2. t .1.6 CNBC Dow .Jones Online 
CNBC Dow Jones was a business video provider, which oficrs innovative services h.l 
business community via Internet. CNBC Dow Jones business video is the lcadc.!r of 
providmg video on the web. CNBC Dow Jones Business Video provides business 
and financial professionals with live and archived coverage of market moving C\Cnts, 
mterv1ews and analysis on u subscription basis. The unparalleled Web site al\o\\s 
subscribers to sec, and hear Cl;< >s. Analysts, and Management adding an imponant 
layer in the investment decision-making process. Content contains over \ 7 .000 
archived pieces from CNBC wml<lw1dc, in ttddition to exclusive analyst and CFO 
interviews conducted by the 'NBl' l>ow .tones Business Video team of r1.:1x\rh.:r~ . 
CNIH. IDow Jom.~s Business Video ulso offers customized daily nC\'·S packages, 
cnlkd N1'\i'.'if'>(1ds. wlm:h prnv1llc Web sites with up-to-the-minute video ne\\s and 
COl\lllll'llUtry, i11c1cusing daily VIC'WCI ship l61 . 
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2.1.2 StrcaminJ: Solution Provider 
Finding also includes several streaming tc:chnology solution providers, which 
provide services for transmits or streams datn through lntemet or Intranet for all 
Internet content provider and enterprises. All streaming application services provided 
were ready to use, users just need included the data or files that need to transmit or 
broadcasting for example Cisco-IPfTV and Akamai-FreeFlow. 
2.l.2.1 Cisco IPffV 
The Cisco JP(IV is design for streams high-quality video programs to computer 
users over an enterprise network I Prrv was a powerful multipurpose system. It 
delivers TV-quality video pro!,rramming to desktop PCs by leveraging IP TV 
software and IPflV 3400 Serres Server. The new IPflV product family consists of 
the Cisco IPrrV 3400 Serres Servers: the f Pfl'V 3411 Control Server, the lPt r\I 
3422 and 3423 Broadcast Servers, the IPrrv 3431 Archive Server, and the IP IV 
3415 Video Starter System, all running robust IPfrV 3.0 software and the IPf rV 
Viewer client-side software 171 
The Cisco IPnV family distinguishes it~clf by oflcring high-quality video 
broadcasting and video-on-demand services, m<lustry-lcading management 
capabilities, built-in scalability. network-friendly technologies such as IP multicast, 
and an easy-to-use viewer mtcrfacc With Cisco IPf l'V. organizations can send 
training classes, corporate communications, management seminars, university classes 
and more, right to employee desktops in order to provide mor~ cflicient 
communications and better-informed and more productive employees. 
Cisco IPfl'V sotlwarc is built on Microsoft's Windows Media Technologies, which 
oiler key components like Windows Media Tools for creating and editing live and 
on-dcmund J\SF l'ontcnt. Ac.lvuncl·d compression sol\warc such as Windo\l.s Medin 
Audio and MPFCl-4~ and Windows Media On-Demand Producer, which lets users 
synchmnii'c Wch pugcs or a11 uudio or video track to crcntc a multimedia 
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presentation. Cisco 1 Pfl'V products usl' stnnd1\1\i pn.'t,,1..·,,\~ running on existing IP 
networks and arc backed by Cisco superior sl'r\ 1~1..· and support. 
2.1.2.2 Akamai-l;rct•l'low 
Akama1 was a streaming application services provider, which offers world class 
streaming media services for Internet content providers and enterprises. Streaming 
solution provided by Akamai was more bases on hardware and network solution. 
Akamai delivers live event Webcasts (complete with video production, encoding, 
and signal acquisition services), streaming media on demand, 2417 Webcasts and a 
variety of streaming appltcatton services. Company like Apple and FOX Sport rely 
on streaming application service provided by Akamai (FreeFlow) (81 . 
FreeFlow is a revolution Internet content and applications delivery serv1cl' that 
transforms the Internet from an mconsistent transport medium into a high· 
performance network. FrceFlow's innovative and patent-pending technology is basl'd 
upon the simple concept that delivering content and npplicatiuns from th1..· optimal 
server located closest lo the users dramatically improves performance. Akamai has 
deployed thousands of servers in major networks and acce~s points around the world. 
This vast network enables FrecFlow to deliver content and appltcat1ons faster and 
more reliable than web site owners can deliver themselves. 
Concept of implementing FrccFlow is simple and non-intrusive. Companies migrate 
their Web site content with Akamai's soflware utilities, which tags web site content 
for dchvcry from Akamai's network When end users request \\Cb site content, the 
Akamai network serves it from the nearest or highcst-pcrfonning server available 
rather than from a distant or overloaded one. By eliminating problems cau~cd by 
network hottlcnccks and server overloads, FrecFlow enables web-intensive busmcss 
to dcltwt dynamic, sec me and med in-rich content which results in more page views, 
udv1..:rtising revenue, "nd cCnmmc:rcc transactions. Figure 2.1 and figure 2.2 show the 
dilfo11..·nt between lrnchtmnul network nttd Akuma1's network for delivery dnta. 
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(1) user enter5 stondord UIH 
~Browser requests 
embedded objects 
~Wt'b Server returns HTML 
with embedded URls 
Customer 
Web server 
@Rich content is served 
ocross the Internet 
Figure 2.1 Traditional Network Approach 
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•·igurc 2.2 Akamai Nrtwork Atlt>roach 
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2.2 Development Tcchnolo~y 
There were a lot of development tcchnologt~s n' tltlnble for the development of this 
project. All these technologies can dt\ 1ded mto t\\O categoncs, the first one part was 
used for streaming media technology 11.nd the second part wlU focus on web publish 
technology. 
2.2.l Streaming Media Technology 
There were a lot of streaming media tools provided by realplayer and Microsoft, for 
example NetShow Services, NetShow Theater Server, Windows Media Services, and 
Real 02. 
2.2. l. l Microsoft NetShow Services 2.0 
NetShow services 2.0 can use for stream audio, illustrated audio, video, nnd ftlcs 
over corporate lntranets, LANs, and the Internet l9\. NctShow supports both 
multicast and unicast transmission of data over networks. When multicasting, 
NctShow delivers a single stream of data over the netwo1 k to clients that nn! Its ten mg 
for the data. When unicasting, NetShow delivers the stream of data to a chcnt that 
has connected to the server and requested the data. NctShow supports th.: 
transmission of live data, for example live audio or video, as well as stored data, for 
example illustrated audio stored as an .asf file. 
NetShow include the following four software components 
i.) Microsoft NetSlmw Server, which consist of a set of services runnmg on 
Mtcrosot\ Windows NT Server 4.0 that unicasting and multicasting audio, 
video, and lill!s to clients. 
ii.) NetShow Administrator. A set of administrative tools manages NetShow 
chunncls. programs. and streams~ und configures and monitors NetShow 
services. 
iii .} NctShow C licnt. 'lient sotlwarc, which requires Windows 95, Windows 98, 
or Windows NT, cnn 1eceivc and rrndcrs streams from NetShow Scncr. 
NctShow includes four client~ : Nsplayer.cxe, Nsplay.<lCX Nsrtpaud.oc · and 
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Nslilc.ocx Nsplnycr cxl! nnd Nspla' oc' n.·ndcr :\Ctl\ c Strcammg media that 
can include video, audio, images, URl s, ond scripts Nsrtpaud.ocx renders 
audio received via R l'P Nsfik OC\. handles multicast file transfers. 
iv.) NetShow Content and Conversion Tools. Content tools mclude the ASF Real-
Timc Encoder and the ASF Editor. The Real-Time Encoder converts live 
audio and video to Acbve Streaming format and allows users to add 
command strings to the stream. Use the ASF Editor to assemble, synchronize, 
and compress audio and video files into a single .asf file. The ASF Editor can 
also add command stnngs and URLs to ASF presentations. AsfChop, a 
command-line utility, edits the length of .asf files and indexes them. The 
conversion tools include VidToAsf and WavToAsf, which are command-line 
ut1ht1es that users can use to convert .mov, .avi, or .wav files to .asf format. 
NetShow support the following stream types: 
i.) Active Streaming format (ASF). ASF supports the greatest varil:ty of data, 
including video, audio, images, URI ,s, and scripts Administrator can 
generate live ASF streams that contain audio and video using the NetShow 
Real-Time Encoder, or use the tools provided with NctShow or those from 
third parties to create and store ASF files that adm1mstrator can stream. An 
ASF stream can combinl! different types of data. For example, administrator 
want to use NctShow to present a lecture that includes slides, administrator 
can stream audio while also streaming .gif files of the shdcs By using 
NctShow channels, AST• provides the greatest flcxib1hty for various nct\\ork 
situations NetShow can multicast or unicast ASF streams When multtrasting 
an ASF stream, administrator can also configure NctShow to provide a 
unicast source for the stream so that clients, which arc unable to receive the 
multicast can nutonmtically receive 1t as a unicast. 
ii.) RTP l 1ve Audio. RTP Live Audio strcums audio fod into the server's sound 
card NctShow supports RTP Live Audio multicasts, but not unicasts. 
Mulllcasts thnt strcnm RTP Live Audio an.: easy to !'Ct up. I lowe\ier, because 
chunnds do not sup()<>rt RTP Live Au<lio streams, connection information 
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must be coded in thc embedded contml thnt chcnts use to receive and render 
the multicast. 
iii.) RTP WA V Audio. R l'P WAV Audio streams audio recorded as .wav files. 
NctShow supports R'I P WA V Audio mult1casts. but not unicasts. Multicasts 
that stream RTP WA V Audio are easy to set up. However, because channels 
do not support RTP WA V Audio streams, connection infonnation must be 
coded m the embedded control that clients use to receive and render the 
multicast 
1v.) File transfer hie transfer supports the streaming transfer of directones and 
files. NetShow supports file transfer mult1casts, but not unicasts. MulticasLc; 
that stream tile transfers are easy to set up. However. because channels do not 
support file transfer streams, connection information must be coded m the 
embedded control that clients use to receive and render the multicast. 
Figure 2.3 show a high-level view of the funct1onahty available in NctShow It 
shows the types or media NctShow handles the NetShow services used to encode and 
stream data and the software components used to render streams on clients . 
...... 
ASF files 
Audio, lhdeo 
lmaoe, LALs & 
Scnpts 
LJve Audio, 
Video, Images, 
URls &. ~ti 
Live Audio 
Multicast 
AudoPleyer 
(Nsrtpaud oo) 
RIP Audio RlP Multieti\ SerV1t8 
rile lt~fer File Trmsfer tervitc UDP M11lticest (N~f1le ocx) 
l ~igurc 2.J NctShow Schematic Overview. 
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2.2.l.2 Micro~oft NctShow Tlu.•at<.'r St•rv(.'r 
Microsoft NctShow Theater Server 1s the most pcmerful. tkxtblc streaming media 
solution for delivering broadcast-qunhty MPFG '1deo l l 0 j. NetShow Theater Server 
extends the streaming mcdm services of Windows NT Scr\'er NetShow Services too 
much higher bandwidths, allowing you to dehvcr stunn;ng, full-motion, full-screen 
video with guaranteed performance across high-bandwidth networks. 
Microsofi NetShow Theater Server enables interactive multimedia applications and 
streams high quality MPEG l and MPEG2 video that take advantage of dial-up and 
local arcu networks ranging in bandWldth from 500Kbps to 8Mbps. NetShow Theater 
Server has the power and flexibility to meet any demand for interactive applicat10ns 
on public and pnvate networks and in residential cable networks or telephone 
systems where high-bandwidth networks arc available. It provides the ideal 
multimedia platform for developing custom i;oluhons when rich video and nudio 
content arc called for. 
Until now, multimedia solutions required proprietary supercomputers, spccinl 
hardware for cffoctive fault-tolerance, and massive mcrnorv to store only a few hours 
of content. Microsoft NctShow Theater Server solves these challenges efficiently and 
cost-effectively using ofl:.thc-shclf PC technology. NctShow Theater Server streams 
full-screen MPFG video to PC clients using a distributed, fault-tolerant architecture 
that makes it ideal for mission-critical applications for which scalability is important. 
NetShow Theater Server oilers significant advantages over outdated videotape-based 
systems, as well as traditional methods of delivering digital video and nudio over 
lntmncts. NctShow Theater Server features : 
i.) Fust and cflicicnt. Most of the audio nnd video content currently hosted on 
mtrnnl)ts und I nternct sites is downloaduhlc, meaning that before it can be 
played, users must wuit for the title to be copied from the server to their PC. 
l n nddition. users must pinvidc the mussivc memory necessary to store the 
contl·nt before nnd uflcr playhuck. 'I he streaming media technology employed 
by Microsoll NctShow l"hcatcr Server delivers content to the client ns a 
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continuous llow or duta, min1mi1.ing th~ \\1\\l hcfon .. • playback and ehminating 
the masswc storage requircn~nts for rkh content. \n applications for which 
the privacy or security of the content 1s required, streaming data provides the 
added advantage of not stormg content on clients. 
ii.) Software-base solution. The sofuvare-based solution offered by NetShow 
Theater Server offers strength and flexibility that are unmatched in hardware-
based systems. fhc advantages of tmplementmg a software solution are 
numerous: 
,. Whereas other distnbuted video solutions requrre the installation of 
expensive, proprietary hardware, NetShow Theater Server runs on off-
thc-shclf PCs. This hardware independence allows you to select the most 
cost-effective platform available, be it an existing network mstal\ahon or 
competitively pnced new servers. 
, Sofiware provides flexibility by adapting system capabilities to the 
evolving consumer marketplace. Unlike hardware, when:· c\cl\ 
evolutionary changes can require a new product, sotlwurc can he 
modified and implemented relatively easily 
, Software solutions can benefit from advances in technology. The sysh:m 
can take advantage or new, more powerful hardware, as it becomes 
available to improve performance. Likewise, as new software becomes 
available, it can be integrated into your system to add additional features 
iii.) Unhm1ted Customv.alton In the Microson tradition of using open, mdustl)' 
standards and prov1dmg an cxtcnsihlc platfonn, NctShow Theater ScT\'Cr 
enables you to incorporate streaming media mto custom business solution!' 
and value-added products. Using the M1crosotl NctShow Theater Se~cr 
sot\wurc development kit (SDK), sotlwarc developers can augment their own 
products with NctShow Theater Server functionality or provide compatible 
add-ons 
iv.) A scalable, extensible solution. NctShow Theater SCT\'Cr can be sca,ed to run 
on 11 mngc of implcmcntutions , from ll single PC, to a dcpartmcnt-si1.cd 
multiple-server ~ystcm, to u large system designed to serve many thousands 
of users. As your mgnni1,ution expands or your user needs grow, NctShow 
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Theater Server can he reconfigured h' indude more content servers and 
content drives to increase the amount of content storage, or to increase the 
number of users simultaneously watching video. As content servers and disks 
are added, capacity and bandwidth inc:n..~se simultaneously. 
As a component of a larger overall networ'k structure, Microsoft NetShow Theater 
Server can be used in co11.junction with other network and Internet services to take 
advantage of your investment in the installation and provide multipurpose 
applications for a wide variety of needs. Video content is streamed to users over a 
high-bandwidth IP network, using either switched Ethernet or ATM technology. 
Transport networks using xDSL and cable modem networks can be U.C\Cd in 
residential applications. Because it supports both Switched Ethernet and ATM 
network technologies, NetShow Theater Server can stream video over the same 
networks as other corporate applications, such as e-mail, printing, and file sharing, 
provided that there is sufficient bandwidth. 
NetShow Theater Server is a distributed system hosted on a collection of standard 
personal computers running Windows N11'. The core of the NctShow Theater Server 
system is a single title server and one or more content servers connected by a high-
speed network. 
11111 
'I lr\1R 
l'llltt<>r ~ ............ . 
!Wnln•• 
f agure 2.4 NctShow 'l"hcatcr Server's architecture. 
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The title server receives und forwards client ni1qlH.'Sb to th1.• C\Hlh:nt $Crvcrs, keeps the 
system clock, manages system resources, and pre." ides configuration mformation to 
the system admm1strat1on tools No data tlows tlmmgh the title server. 
Content servers manage the schedule, retrieve data, and deliver data to clients. Each 
content server has 1-20 dedicated content dnve5 that store the data in the NetShow 
Theater Server file system These content drives use a proprietary Microsoft format. 
All content servers in a particular system arc the same types of computer, with the 
same type of network interface and the same number and type of content drives. 
SCSI adapters can be added to increase the storage capacity even more. 
NetShow Theater Server communications arc independent of network protocol. 
Incoming requests from the client must be sent over a reliable network protocol. 
TCP/IP. Output streams require a high-bandwidth link, hut do not require a rchnhk 
protocol. It is more important that the dat21 arrive on time than that it is pcrfout hut 
late. Content servers use UDP/IP because it provides tirrely data delivery. Microson 
NetShow Theater Server has been designe~d to work in either Switched Ethernet or 
asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) networks. 
2.2.1.3 M icro~oft WindoM Servi~~ 
Microsoft Windows Media Services is the best platform for delivering high·quality 
d1g1tal media across the Internet and corporate lntranets I l 1 }. It enables the st!amlcss 
integration of Windows Media-formatlt!d content into the most popular Web 
browsers, enabling rich Web applications to integrate enhanced multimedia 
presentations. Whether delivering the latest music. videos on demand to thousands of 
consumers, or streaming a CE<) hroadc:ast to thousands of employees, Windows 
Media Services provides the most sculahlc, reliable, and manageable sef\er to meet 
digital med in needs W mdows Mediu Services enables user to stream multimedia 
content over networks that range from low-handwidth, dial-up Internet connections 
to high-hundwidth, locul urea networks. 
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Windows Media Technologies supports dnitn ddl\ ~,,. "'' ~r a wide variety of 
networks and protocols. Windows Media Format d~scribcs a transmission file format 
for arranging and organizmg synchronized multtmed1a data. lt is optimized for 
streaming the data over networks and rendering the data on a client computer. 
Windows Media Fonnat specifies the format of live presentations that are being 
streamed across the network as well as prerecorded files 
One spcciahzcd use of Windows Media file$ 1s in streaming audio files compressed 
with the Windows Media Audio codec (compression/decompression system). This 
codec combines very high-quality audio out1Put with significant improvements in file 
compression. Of great importance to many content providers is that these files can be 
made much more secure from piracy by using the digital rights management (DRM) 
encryption system. 
Servers running Microsof\ Windows Media Services support unicasting (sending a 
stream to each client requesting it} and multicasting (broadcasting u single stream 
across the network so that it can be rcndlcrcd by many clients at the same time). 
Unicasting enables the user to start, stop, pause, fast. forward, or rewind stored 
stream data at will (if the stream is mdexed). I lowevcr, s1.:nding a stream to each 
client can require a lot of bandwidth. Multicasting, on the other hand, makes better 
use of available bandwidth. Much like tuning into a TV or radio broadcast, 
mull1casting restricts the user's ability to pause, rewind, or fost·forward the 
presentation. 
Microsofl Media services arc the appropriate choice for: 
i.) Internet compalihility. User's application must run over the Internet. 
Windows Media Services were designed with the lntcmct in mind, but will 
work cquully we ll over lnlruncts u111d cxtmncts. 
ii.) Limited Bandwidth. Users have u limited amount of network band\\idth to 
work with. Windows Media Services were optimized to work with low.to 
mid-hnndwidth networks, sh•rting at 2.4 kilobits per second (Kbps) nnd going 
up to J.5 mcguhits per second (Mhps) 'I he rnajor'.ity of applications that use 
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Windows Medin Services is 128 Khps (ISPN nues) und below. The server's 
Intelligent Streaming feature allows it tto adapt to varying network conditions, 
maintaining high quality over lossy networks like the Internet. 
iii.) Multicast. Users want to have multicast in addition to unicast capabilities. 
Multicast allows user to send a single stream to many users simultaneously, 
thereby conserving network resources. 
iv.) Multiple Data Type in a Stream. Users are interested in combining audio, 
video, data, JPEG, URLs, script commands, and other rich media in a single 
data stream. Windows Media Service!; stream data using the highly flexible 
and industry standard Advanced Streaming Format (ASF) to comhinc many 
data types into one stream. 
v.) ASF Format. Users want to author content in ASF. This allows user to ch<XlSC 
from a wide variety of content<; authoring and encoding tools. It also ensures 
compatihility across streaming media cl 1icnts, servers, and tools, 
vi.) Codec Independence. Users require or prefor a certain codec for encoding and 
decoding a stream. The codec indepcnidcnce that is provided with Wmdows 
Media Services allows user to ensure the highest-quality streammg hy 
providing the best compression schemes and allowing content authors to 
choose the most appropriate codec for tlheir application, including MPEG-4. 
vii.) Live Software Encoding. Users require live encoding with software instead of 
hardware. Windows Media Scrvic"'-s support software capturing and encoding 
of live analog stream" at up to 3.5 Mbi)s. No special and expensive encoding 
hardware is required. 
viii.) Ad Insertion. Users require ad insertion. This allows easy, dynamic, and 
personalized insertion of ads into vid\co stream<; and Web pages through 
integration with Site Server ad services. 
Figure 2.5 and Figure 2.6 depicts Windows Media Scrviet.-s's architecture and how 
protocols arc used to communicate hctwccn the components of a Windows Media 
Services system 
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2.2.2 Web Publish Trrhnology 
2.2.2.1 Hypertext Markup Langua~c 4.0 (H l'l\IL) 
I ITML is a universally understood language and this makes it suitable for publishing 
information for global distribution. HTML works well across different web browsers 
and platfonns. With HTML. developer can create online documents publishing with 
headings, text, table, lists, photos, and others. HlML also provided some useful 
features like inclusion of spreadsheets, video clips, sound clips, form design, and 
hypcrlinks. 
2.2.2.2 Active Server Pages 3.0 (ASP) 
Active Server Pages (ASP) is a server-side scripting technology that developer can 
use to create and run dynamic, interactive Web server applications. Wtth ASP, 
developer can combine I ITML pages, script commands, and ActivcX components to 
create interactive Web pages or powerful Web-based apphcatmns ASP apphcattons 
are easy to develop and modify. ASP unique tl."'atures arc listed below: 
i.) Intcrnctive and dynamic web pages. ASP is used to create dynamic and 
interactive web pages by including ActiveX controls and Java Appkls. ASP 
has pre-built Active Server Components that provide plug-in objects that will 
perform specific tasks, thus providing much more flexibility in writing 
interactive and dymumc web pagt..-s. 
ii.) Compatibility with other web applications. ASP can be considered us a glue 
technology lh•lt hinds together other various server-based systems to help 
build interactive web pages. ASP can interact with almost any existing 
dynamic web page tcchnolob'Y such as Common Gah.:way Interface tCGl), 
Internet Server Application Programming Interface (ISAPI), and ~cripts 
wnttcn m PERI., Python and Awk. 
iii.) I>atahasc connectivity. ASP has an Active Server Component named Active 
Datu Object (ADO) that allows cusy but powerful connections to be made to 
almost uny dutnhnsc system nvuiluhlc. 
iv.) Scripting langtulgcs. ASP is compatible with any ActivcX scripting language. 
ASP includes nutivc support for VBScript nnd JScript, Microsoft's 
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implementation of JavaScript J Script <.foes not offer SlHnc facilities found in 
VRScript. Multiple scnptmg languages can be used mterchangeably in the 
same ASP tile. 
v ) Error handling and debugging. ASP's error handling and debugging features 
arc minimal. There is no control over the way that the code is executed. To 
debug the scrip~ values of variables have to be inserted into the page. 
2.2.2.3 Command Gateway Interface (CGI) 
The Common Gateway Interface (CGI) is a standard for interfacing external 
applications with information servers, such as f ITTP or Web servers. A plain l lTML 
document that the W cb daemon retrieves is static, which means it cx1stc:; in a constant 
state: a text file that doesn't change. A CGI program, on the other hand, is executed 
in real-time, so that 1t can output dynamic information [ 12J. 
Smee a CGI program is executable, it is basically the equivalent of letting the world 
run a program on your system, which isn't the safost thing to do. Therefore, there arc 
some sccunt1es precautions that need to be implemented when it comes to using CGI 
programs. Probably the one that will affect the typical Weh user the most is the fact 
that CGI programs need to reside in a special directory, so that the Web server knows 
to execute the program rather than just display it to the browser. This directory is 
usually under direct control of the Wcbrnastcr, prohib1tmg the average user from 
creating CG I progmms. There arc other ways to allow access to CG I scripts, but it is 
up to your Webmaster to set these up fbr users. 
A CGI program can he written in any language that allows it to be executed on the 
system, such as: 
i.) ('/('I I v.) Any Unix shell 
ii .) hutrnn VI ) Yisunl Basic 
iii.) PbRL vii .) ApplcScript 
IV ) t'C'I ' 
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JScript is the Microsoft implementation of th~ FCMA ~62 language 
specification It is a full 11nplcmentat1on, plus some enhancements that take 
advantage of capabilities of Microsoft lntemct Explorer JScript 1s an 
interpreted, object-based scripting language. Although it has fewer 
capabilities than full-fledged object-onented languages like c+.,- and Java, 
JScript is more than sufficiently powerful for its intended purposes. 
JScript is not a cut-down version of any other language (it is only distantly 
and indirectly related to Java, for example), and it is not a simplification of 
anything. It is, however, limited. You cannot write standalone applications m 
1t, for example, and it has little capability for reading or wntmg files . 
Moreover, JScript scripts can run only in the presence of an interpreter, either 
in a Web server or a Web browser. JScript is a loosely typed langua£C. lhat 
means we do not have to declare the data types of variahlcs cxpltt;itly 
Moreover, in many cases JScript performs conversions automatically when 
they are needed. For instance, if we try to add a number to an item that 
consists of text (a string), the number is converted to text. 
2.2.2.5 VBScript 
Microsoft Visual Basic Scripting Edtt10n (VBScnpt) is a subset of the Microsoft 
Visual Basic language VBScnpt is currently available as purt of M1crosoft lntemet 
Explorer and M1crosotl Internet lnfonnation Server When used in Microsoft Internet 
Explorer, VBScript 1s directly comparable to Microsoft JavaScript VBScript code. 
like JavaScript, docs not produce standalone applets but is used to add intelligence 
and mtcractivity to llTMI. documents. 
VBScript is n pure interpreter that processes source code embedded directly in the 
1 l'l'ML. It is implemented as a fast , portable, lightweight interpreter for use in World 
W1tk Web browsers nmt othc1 upphcntion-i that use Microsotl ActivcX Controls, 
.lnvn applets umt Automation server. 
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VBScript provides three scpurnte classes of ohj~l'ts, nmn.1..~h ohJccts provided by the 
VBScript engine, Internet Fxplorer, nnd wch pag~ author. The VHScript engine 
provides the core run-time functionality Microsolt lntcmet E.xplorer provides the 
vast majority of objects used m scnpting. ln generally useful is provided directly in 
VBScript. 
2.3 System Architecture 
There is generally two type of client/server architecture use for development 
purposes. They arc two-tter and three-tter architecture. Each type of architecture had 
advantages and disadvantages. The choice between a two- and three-tier architecture 
should be based on the scope and complexity of a project, the time available for 
completion, and the expected enhancement or obsolescence of the system 1131. 
2.3.1 Two-tier Architecture 
The two-tiered architecture contains two computers: a client and a server with mens 
of' logic combined on the client. The three components of nn applicution-
presentation, processing, and data-arc divided among two software entities or tiers: 
client application code and database server. A robust client application development 
language and a versatile mechanism for transmitting client requests to the server arc 
essential for a two-tier implementation. Presentation is handled exclusively by the 
client, processing is split between client and server, and data is stored on and 
accessed through the server. The PC client assumes the bulk of respons1h1ltty for 
application (functionality) logic with respect to the processing component, while the 
data base cngme-with its attendant mtegnty checks, query capabilities. and central 
repository functions-handles data intensive tasks. In a data access topology a data 
engine would process rcqu~sts sent from the clients as show in figure 2.7. Currently, 
the language used in these requests is most typically a form of SQL. To send the 
SQl ., the client must know the syntax of the server or huvc it translated by an APl 
(application progrnm interface). Data returned to the client can be manipulated at the 
cltent lcvd for further st1h'ict·t1on, busmcss modeling, what-if-analysis, and rcpotting. 
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\_ Applications 
Clients Networks 
Figure 2.7 Two-tier System Architecture 
2.3.1.1 Advantages of Two-tier Architecture 
Servers 
i.) Application development speed is the most compelling advantage of a 
two-tier environment. In most cases, a two-tier system can be developed 
in a small fraction of the time 1t would take to code a comparable but less-
flexiblc legacy system. 
ii .) Most tools for two-tier arc very robust and lend themselves \\Cll to 
iterative prototyping and rapid application development (RAO) 
techniques, which can be used to ensure that the requirements of the users 
are accurately and completely met 
1i1.) Two-tier architectures work well m relatively homogeneous environments 
with fairly static business rules. They arc less suitable for dispcn;cd 
heterogeneous environments with rapidly changing rules. 
2.3. l .2 Disadvantages of Tw«>-tier Architecture 
i.) Because the bulk of application logic exists on the PC client, the two-tier 
architecture Ii.tees several potential version control and application 
n..:d1st11hution prnhlcms. A change in business rules would require a 
change to the dicnt logic in each application in u corporation's portfolio 
uffi.:ctcd hy the change. 
ii.) System sccunty m the two-tier environment cun he complicated because u 
user may require a scpmate password for each SQL server accessed. The 
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proliferation or end-user query tools can also compwm1sc data base 
server security 
iii.) Client tools and the SQL middlcware used m two-tier environments are also 
highly proprietary, and the PC tools market 1s extremely volatile. The 
volatility of the chent/server tool market raises questions about the long-term 
viability of any proprietary tool an organization may commit to and 
complicates implementation of two-tier systems. 
2.3.2 Three-tier Architecture 
The components of three-tiered architecture arc d1v1ded into three layers: a 
presentation layer, a functionality layer, and the data layer. Each of these layers 
must be logically separate. The three-tier architecture attempts to overcome some 
of the limitations of the two-her scheme by separating presentation. processing, 
and data into separate distinct entities. Figure 2.8 shows three-tier system 
architecture. The same types of tools can be used for presentation as wen: used in 
a two-tier environment, however the tools arc now dedicated to handling just the 
presentation. When the presentation client requires calculations or data access, a 
call is made to a middle-tier functionality server This t1e1 performs calculations 
or makes requests as a client to additional servers. The middle-tier servers arc 
typically coded in a highly portable, nonpropnetary language such as C. Mtddle-
ttcr functionality servers may be multi threaded and can be accessed by multiple 
clients, even those from separate applications. Although three-tier systems can be 
implemented using a variety of technologies, the calling mechanism from client 
to server in such a system is most typically the remote procedure call, or RPC 
(remote procedure call). Bccuusc the bulk of two-tier implementations involve 
SQL mcssagmg and most three-tier systems utilize RPCs. examination of the 
merits of these respective request/response mechanisms is warranted. 
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Figure 2.8 Three-tier System Architecture 
2.3.2.1 Advantages of Three-tier System Architecture 
Data Base 
i ) RPC calls from presentation client to middle-tier scrvc1 provide greater 
overall system tlexib1hty than the SQL calls made by clients m the two· 
tier architecture. This is because in an RPC, the c questing chcnt simply 
passes parameters needed for the request and spec11ics a data structure to 
accept returned values. 
ii .) Unlike in most two-her implementations, the three-tier prnsentntion cltent 
is not required to understand SQL. As such, the organization, names, or 
even the overall structure of the back-end data can be changed without 
requiring changes to PC-based presentation clients. Because SQL in no 
longer required, data can be organized hierarchically, relationally, or in 
oh.1ect format. This added llcxihility allows a firm to access legacy data 
nnd simplifies the mtroduction of new data base technologies. 
iii .) 1 luving scparnte sollware entities allows for the parallel dc\!clopment of 
md1v1dual tiers by upplicullon specialists . 
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iv ) Provides for more flexible resource nllormion I\ hddk-t1cr functionality 
servers arc highly portable and can he d~ nnmically allocated and shifted 
as the needs of the orgamzatton change. Network. traffic may be reduced 
by having functionality servers strip data to the precise structure required 
before distributing it to individual clients at the local area network (LAN) 
level. 
v.) Modularly dcsi&'lled middle-lier code modules can be reused by several 
applications. Reusable logic reduces subsequent development efforts, 
minimizes the maintenance workload, and decreases migration costs 
when switching client applications. 
vi) A three-Tier system such as Open Software Foundation's Distributed 
Computing Environment (OSF/DCE) offers a variety of add1t1onal features to 
support distributed applications development. 
2.3.2.2 Disadvantages of Three-tier System Architecture 
i.) Three-Tier bnngs with it an increased need for network trantc management, 
server load balancing, and fault tolerance. 
ii.) Current tools are relatively immature and require more complex 3GLs for 
middle-tier server generation Maintenance tools have underdeveloped 
facilities for maintaining server libraries a potential obstacle fbr simplifying 
maintenance and promoting code reuse throughout an IS organization. 
2.4 Oataba!\e 
Database technology 1s used m a variety of applications. Some serve only a single 
user on a single computer while others are for multiple users. Then.! arc variety types 
of database like M1crosofi S()I. Server 7 0, Oracle 8i, Sybase, lnformix and also 
M1crnson Access. In order to choose a rclmble dutuhasc, the dntnbase must be able to 
ensure the safety and security of the data. The database is at the core of all mission-
t•11tk·nl nppltcat10ns, l'hoosing the wrong dutabasc can have drastic dO\vnstrcam 
1csults. 'I he mvcstmt·nt 111 sotlwaie, implementation, und development of a database 
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system is substant ial; it needs to be nhlc to cvoh t' "1th the changing requirements of 
a growmg company 
2.4.1 Microsoft SQL Server 7.0 
Microsoft SQL Server is a significant tool in many regards. From data warehousing 
to applications that require not only a large amount of infonnation, but also many 
different simultaneous users, SQL server is a key component in answering data 
management requirement. It is a powerful and comprehensive database (14]. 
Microsoft SQL Server is a perfect example of an n-tier system. The user can 
manipulate the data directly from the client side. Most of the time, the data is 
validated first before it is updated into the database m server side. It 1s tightly 
integrated with the Microsoft BackOffice family product to enable organization to 
improve decision-making and streamline the business process. lt is the best database 
for Windows NT Server. 
Microsoll SQL Server maintains reforential integrity and security and ensures that 
operation can be recovered in the event of numerous types of failure SQl , server can 
control the access for the type of infonnation that can be retrieved by the user 
SQL Server supports I ntemet database integration. It allows the user to automate the 
publishing of database information m I ITML documents. It allows us to build active 
web sites and let us conduct processes on the I nternct. When comb in mg with I ntcmct 
Information Server and the SQL server Internet Connector, it gives user the complete 
Internet database publishing capabilities. It provides the function for transparent 
d1stnbutcd transactions. This meuns that it provides automatic distributed update 
capahiltty across two or more SOL Server transparent to the desktop application. 
making it a simple to use. It guarantees the integrity of transaction of updating 
spanning multiple servers. 
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Oracle is the world's leading vendor of dntahnsc solhum~ Ornclc's ability to have all 
data and documents stored m a small numb~r of !ugh-performance databases benefits 
customers by centralizing all their data, makmg information management and access 
easier. more reliable, and less expensive [ 15]. The ground-breaking capabilities of 
Oraclc8/s Internet File System (iFS) provides a single, easy to use data management 
interface for all data types, thus rrummizmg customers' reliance on a proprietary 
op<.---rating system. Oracle is an open solution and it supports all kind of platform. 
Oracle's advanced security features allow for enforced granular privileges, advanced 
auditing, enhanced access control, secure distributed processing and replication, and 
the ability to use additional external authentication mechanisms Oracle uses a Java-
based utility that provides everything needed to get a pre-tuned and pre-configured 
Oracle81 database up and running. Oracle Enterprise Manager provides a smgle 
integrated management console for central administration of multiple servers. It also 
contains some advance functionality for tuning and diagnosmg the database, and 
managing complex change m the database environment. 
2.5 Web Server Technology 
2.5.1 Apache 1.3 
Apache 1 3 is a great web server, which serves pages for the vast majority of the web 
I 16]. Apache modules may now be loaded at runtime~ this means that modules can be 
loaded mto the server process space only when necessary, thus overall memory usage 
by Apache will be s1gnilicuntly reduced DSO currently 1s supported on FrccBSD, 
OpcnBSD, NctBSD, 1.mux, Soluris, SunOS, Digital UNIX, IRIX, l lP/UX, 
UnixWarc, NctWare, AIX. RehantUnix and generic SVR4 platforms. Apache now 
expcnmcntully supports the Wmdows NT and Windows 95 operating S) Stcms and 
ulso NctWurc 5.x opcruting systems. But there arc things Apache 1.3 can't do. 
Firstly. it isn't particularly scalable on some platforms. AlX processes, for example, 
nrc very heavy weight nnd u srnn ll Al X hox serving 500 concurrent connections can 
hct·umc so heavily loaded thut it can he impos~ahlc to telnet to it. In situations hke 
this, using processes is not the right solution. 
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2.5.2 Internet Information Scrvrr 4.0 (llS) 
Microsoft Internet Information SetVer 4.0 is fully mt~gmh.'d nt the operating system 
level, which allows publication and dtstnbutton of mfonnatton on the Internet. llS 
4.0 1s optimized for Windows NT Server 4.0, and takes advantage of the security that 
NT Server provides. llS 4 0 consists of three different components: World Wide 
Web (WWW) server, File Transfer Protocol (FTP) server, and Gopher server, which 
support virtual servers, virtual dtrcctones, logging to ODBC database, Common 
Gateway Interface (CGI), Internet Server Application Programming Interface 
(lSAPI) and Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) [17]. 
Virtual SetVer alJows allocation of several IP addresses to any single NlC. This 
means that 1t 1s possible to have one machine act as though 1t 1s several dtlkrcnt 
servers. By assigning a different J lomc directory to each IP address, type of access to 
each of those 1 lome directories can be customized Another added benefit of a virtual 
server 1s that 1t allows all llS services to reside on one mach111c, instead of having to 
use separate hardware for each server needed. 
Document meant for publishing is usually located in spcc1fic home directory. This 
wlll simplify the process of configuring the directory for publishmg purposes. 
I lowever. if the information resides in different directories or m several computers 
for that matter, copying those files to the home directories can be a daunting task. 
Virtual directories enable the specification of those locations without the need to 
copy those files to the intended directory. In other words, virtual dtrectories make 
sharmg infonnat1on a simple process. 
I IS helps in ensuring that the log files maintained by the administrator do not occupy 
too much disk space. llS provides two options in logging server activities. The first 
option is to log those uctivitics in text tiles. The second option is to log the acti\ nics 
into an < ll )BC-compliant datuhase. This will require setting up the database. The 
informntmn snvcd consists ol' the client's IP address und uscmamc, the date and time, 
thl' name and IP nddrcss of the sci vcr. the service tl4'Cd , the proc.essing time, hytcs 
1cceivcd nnd sent, and u !Cw others bits. 
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In security aspect, llS uses two methods, pas~mord authcnttcatton and access control 
to access services For password authcnt1cat1on, HS rcqmres a \ahd username and 
password for authentication m order to gam access to the mformation. The 
uscrnames must be valid usernamus on the computer running HS, or from a Windows 
NT domain accessible from the llS machine. As for access control, the server is 
made available to only machines within the IP domain Restricting access to a certain 
individual IP address can also be done. Securing data transmitted is done with Secure 
Sockets Layer (SSL) that provides communications via data encryption. 
2.6 Development Platform 
DifTerent kinds of application will run in different platform. However, most of the 
application available in the market 1s only support one kind of platform. Followmg 
are the platform that takes into consideration: 
2.6. t Microsoft Windows NT Server 
Microsoft Windows NT is one of the powerful operating systl·ms for husin1..·s~ 
computing. It combines the ease·of-use of Windows 95 with the power and reliability 
of Windows NT. NT is also a powerful OS that reliable, secured, mult1thrcadcd, 
symmetric processing, support client/server system 1181 
There 1s an extensive security support in NT NT can control the access control of 
user in accessing certain file or apphcat1on. Besides, NT supports a wide range of 
networks protocol and Remote Access Protocol This makes it easy for us to develop 
the distributed appltcatton. Windows NT Server is a complete platform available for 
building and hosting web-based application. lt is the best platform to publish and 
share mformat1on securely over corporate Intranet and Internet. It is so reliable that 
when an appltcut10n have prohlem it doesn't crash the whole program. 
Windows NI allows Object Linking and Embedding (OLE). It can combine the 
i11formnt1011 from scvcrul nppltcatmns Into one compound document using the special 
<>LI : c11pah1ht1cs of' window-based application. Windows NI' also cnahlcs the 
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capabilities of integrating apphcat10ns on a singk Ctlmputer or even across multiple 
computers. 
2.6.2 UNIX 
UNIX is an increasingly popular operating system Traditionally used on 
minicomputers and workstations m the acaderruc community, UNIX is now available 
on personal computers and the business community has started to choose UNIX for 
its openness. 
UNIX, like other operating systems, 1s a layer between the hardware and the 
applications that run on the computer. It has functions that manage the hardware and 
functions that manage the executmg of applications. UNfX includes the trad1ttonul 
operating system components. In addition, a standard UNIX system includes n set of 
libraries and a set of applications 1t mcludcs the file system and process control and 
a set of ltbranes. 
One of the greatest strength of UNIX is the consistent way in which it trl.!ats files lt 
1s very easy for the users to work with lilcs because users don' t need to learn s~cml 
commands for every new task. Besides UNIX is not known only for its longevity and 
versatility as an operating system, but also for the variety and numhcr of utihty 
programs that called tool. 
2. 7 Development Tool" 
2.7.l Microsoft Vi~ual lnterDev 6.0 
Visual lnterDev 6.0 (VI) was part of Microsofi's suite of professional programming 
tools, known as Visual Studio ! 191. Visunl lntcrDcv 6.0 is the team-basc<l 
dcvclopnicnt environment for rapidly designing, building, and debugging data-driven 
Web apphcat1ons. Unique tCutures of VI 6.0 arc: 
i.) RAD Fnv1ronmcnt. The new custom1zahlc IDE provides a complete set of 
iuptd npplicatlon development (RAD) tools to let professional developers 
design, huild, debug, um.I deploy data-driven Weh applications faster than 
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ever before These include Source codl..'-prcs~n mg WYSIWYG page editor 
with full support for Dynamic l trML, Microsoft lntclhScnsc-cnabled source 
code editor, which supports both M1crosotl Visual Basic® Scripting Edition 
and Microsoft JScript1M ~ Complete, end-to-end debugging tools for both 
client and server-side code~ Site design and management tools. 
ii.) Standards-Based Web Development. Build with integrated support for the 
latest W3C approved standards, including HTML 4.0, Cascading Style Sheets 
Level 1, ECMA-262 compatible JScript, HTML Document Object Model, 
and more. 
iii.) Integrated Database Tools Visual InterDev 6.0 provides a complete set of 
tools for integrating databases with dynamic Web applications. Database 
features include: Drag-and-drop binding of databases to 1 ITML forms an<l 
reports~ Database design tools for creating and modifying SQI. Server 
databases; Complete support for Internet Explorer 4 0 Dynamic l ITML data 
bmding. 
iv.) Improved Web Application Programming Model Visual lntcrDcv o.O 
s1mphfics the inherent complexities of building Web applications by 
providing an intuitive probrramming model The programming model includes 
object-based, event-driven programming model for Web npphcations: simple. 
consistent programming model for both hroad-rcach and Dynamic llTMl.-
ba\)ed applications. 
v.) Team-Based Development Support Visual lntcrDcv 6 0 provides support for 
multi-functional, team-based development efforts and integrates apphcat1on 
components built with other tools and editors. Team support includes I ocal 
Working Mode, which allows individual developers to build, test, and debug 
portions of the application 111 isolation from the rest of the team. Optional 
source code control with Visual SourceSafo Improved interoperability with 
M1crosofl FrontPagc 98 Web site creation und management tool ns \\Cll as 
the other V1s11ul Studio tools. 
vi.) Support fo1 Untcrpnsr Apphcation Development Visual lntcrOev 6.0 
pmv1dcs a 111ngc of new capubilitics for huilding scalable, enterprise-wide 
Wch upplications. This includes full participation in the Windo\\s Distributed 
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I ntcrnct Application frmncwor", imprm ~d mt~gmtmn of mtddle-ttcr, reusable 
business components, Universal Data Access, and better integration with 
m1ddle-t1cr services such as Mtcroson lrammctton Server 
2. 7 .2 Microsoft Front Page 2000 
Microsoft FrontPage 2000 comes as part of Microsoft's Office 2000 suite, which is 
another tool for creating and designing web pages [20]. It is easier application to use, 
and it costs a lot less than Visual InterDev. Unique feature of Microsoft FrontPage 
2000: 
i.) FrontPage 2000 gives users everything they need to create exactly the site 
they want. Users can use Dynamic HTML to animate, use Cascading Style 
Sheets 2.0 to wrap or layer text and images, and get just the colors they want 
with enhanced color tools. 
ii.) FrontPage 2000 makes site management easy. FrontPagc automnlleally fixes 
hypcrlinks when files arc renamed or moved, and 13 new 1nanagcmcnt 
reports summarize the status of a site at a glance. 
iii) FrontPagc 2000 makes crcatmg a Web site easier than ever. FrontPagc shares 
toolbars, menus, Themes, background spell checking, and Fonnat Painter 
with Microsoft Office. FrontPage 2000 also makes adding forms and 
databases into sites caster than ever 
iv.) FrontPage 2000 gives Web developers case and power FrontPagc won' t 
reformat imported I ITML code, and users can even specify how they want 
new code fonnatted. Users can quickly author in 1 ITML view by using 
buttons and menu items 
v) frontPage 2000 allows working together easier than ever. Microsotl Otlicc 
users can save documents directly to l'rontPagc-bascd Webs, and FrontPabrc 
provides chcck-m/check-out and workflow reports to help teams collaborate 
on W ch content 
v1 ) FrontPage 1000 1s easy to own and maintain. FrontPagc 2000 uses the same 
mstnllt'r us M1crosotl Otlkc, which provides installation on demand, run 
liom sci vc1 and the uhihty lo sc11:.repa1r. FrontPagc is also available in 15 
languages. 
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The development methodology used in the WehTV pm.1cct was a combination of the 
waterfall model and the incremental prototypmg moJd l'hc waterfall model used in 
the implementation of the overall Web TV project de"clopmcnt while the incremental 
prototyping model will use in the development of coding and programming modules 
only. Figure 3.1 shows the vanous phase of the development of the WebTV 
development progress. 
Requirement I 
Definition ~ 
i 
l 
System 
Design 
-
~' Module Development 
r------------------1 
Module h 
DesilUl 
.___ 
I 
• 
Unil Testing 
------------------- l 
Integration i 
and System ~ 
---·T•es•tin•g-~j l 
O~ntion and 
Maintenan(t 
Figure J . I I >cvclopmcnt Methodology 
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Determine the system's services, constraint, nnd goals Dc\clopment tools and 
technology require also consider during this phase base on the mformation from 
research, study, and analysis on literature, which had been collected. 
3.1.2 System Design 
Overall system architecture was built up and establishes in this phase. System was 
divided into smaller modules base on system's functionality. Smaller modules are 
easier to manage compare to larger system. Communication between modules also 
identified in this stage. 
3.1.3 Module Development 
Incremental prototypmg was implement for coding and programming modules 
development. f n this phase, all modules were design base on its funct1onality und 
requirement had been assigned to each module during system design. Aller design ntl 
modules will be developed and tested. Unit tcstmg mvolvcs verifying that each unit 
meets its specification. 
3.1.4 Integration and System Testing 
Individual modules arc integrated and tested as a complete system to ensure that the 
system requirements have been met. Fach failure m the system must verify belongs 
to which module. Correction and enhancement should implement within 3 days. 
3.1.5 Operation and Maintenance 
The system is put into practical use for users. Maintenance involves correcting 
errors, which were not discovered 111 earlier stages of the life cycle. Further 
enhancement and improvement on the system will also consider in future timt! to 
increase efficiency of the system. 
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The WebTV system requirements were dctcm1in~d using various method. Research 
and study on existing system had been done to find out how existing systems were 
developed and implemented. All related mfonnatton collect from literature review 
are from reading newspaper, senior report, and article from Internet. Brainstonning is 
used in preparing system requirement base on the result from analysis on all 
information collected from literature review. System requirements for WebTV can be 
divided into two segments, functional requirement and non-functional requirement. 
3.2.1 Functional Requirement 
WebTV's functional requirements describe the services that the system should 
provide to fulfill the system requirements and also describe the interaction between 
the system and its environment. 
3.2.1.1 Watching TV programs 
The system should enable users watching local TV station programs using thl~ir own 
computer within Faculty of Computer Science and Information Technology's l.ocal 
Arca Network by Just click on a hyperlink. The hypcrlink should bnng users to a web 
page, which Windows Media Player had embedded as an object in the page Users 
should also provide a schedule about what type of TV programs will onltne. 
3.2.1.2 Listening to music 
WcbTV system's users should also provide services for ltstcnmg to prerecorded 
music on-demand from system's database, which had been listed only. ln this 
function users can play their favorite songs or video from SQL database. 
3.2.1.3 Searching 
The system should ullow users to search and play their favorite music in system's 
database. This search should enable user to determine the song or \idl!o required. 
Thl' results from the dutuhust.~ search should only provided songs or video that the 
11:;c1s ar\! Rllow to access only. 
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An interactive facility should provide to all system's users. Users can send some 
comment or suggestion to local TV station via email for example NTV7 and TV3. 
Users can also contact WebTV administrator for any information or provide some 
useful suggestion for the improvement of Web TV system. 
3.2.1.5 Related links 
The system should also provided extra linking to others services, which had provided 
by others company or organization for example CNN online and CNBC online. User 
should provide a list of available linking and a brief description about what type of 
programs provided by those organizations. 
3.2.2 Non-functional Requirement 
Non-functional requirements on the other hand describe the properties and 
restrictions on the system that limits the choices for constructing a solution for the 
problems. Consideration for non-functional requirements arc describes below. 
3.2.2.1 Reliability 
Reliability is an important issue in the development of Web TV because it wlll greatly 
influence the performance of the streaming process. This system should not produce 
costly failure and unexpected operation when it used in a normal condition Any 
disconnection should not occur during streaming process to clients. 
3.2.2.l Scalability 
The scalability is to promise the capability of the system to support the increase 
usage or the system. Scalability in this system is maximum streaming can be done in 
one time. To maintenance the scalability of this system, distnbut~d system 
architecture was implemented. Broadcast and encoding functionality are located m 
dif'forent muchine 
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The system should have the capability to take ad\'nntagc of new technologies and 
resources. The system should bl! able to be implemented in the changing 
environment. 
3.2.2.4 Usability 
The system should be developed in such a way that it is easy to use. It will enhance 
and support rather than limit or restrict the user processes. For this requirement 
Graphical User Interface (GUI) wilJ be consider as a major approach in the 
development of this project. 
3.2.2.5 On-Time 
The system should be developed within the given time frame. In this period of time, 
all the requirement and also testing should be completed. 
3.2.2.6 Manageability 
The modules within the system should be easy to manage. This will make the 
maintenance and enhancement works simpler and not times consuming. 
3.2.2. 7 Efficiency 
Respond time for the system for any user request should be within a reasonable time 
frame for example searching song in system's database and establish connection to 
broadcast server. However reliabil ity will consider as main requirement compare to 
efficiency because these two properties arc exclusive to each other. 
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Through system analysis, tools and tcchnolog_y suitnble for the development of this 
project had been determine. These tools technology mcludc development platform, 
database, web server, web publish technology. streaming technology, and 
development tools. 
3.3.1 Development Platform 
Microsoft Windows NT Server 4.0 was chosen as the operating system on which the 
WebTV will be implemented. This operating system is selected due to its user 
friendliness, stability feature and it provides the NT authentication and files system 
that can be used in the system's data repository components. Another factor for 
choosing this operating system because it is less costly compared to other network 
operating systems. 
There arc several advantages for using Microsoft. Windows NT compare with UNIX: 
i.) There is a lot of supporting software for Windows NT especially the free 
downloadable option packs. 
i1. ) UNTX is hard to install compared to Windows NT 4.0. Sometimes 1t take 
one weeks to configure a UNlX machine but only one day to set up a NT 
box. 
iii .) Windows NT 4.0 supports the Microsoft Back Office Product but UNlX 
doesn' t. 
1v.) To use a UNIX OS, a lot of command needs to be entered. Compared to 
NT, it provides user-friendly interface that cases the job of the user. 
J.3.2 Datsba~e 
Mtcrosotl SQI. Server 7.0 is choosing us the back end database for WebTV project. 
M1croson SQI Server 7.0 is chosen for its sculaoility, reliability and high 
performance The fact that it 1s designed to meet the requirement of distributed 
chcnt-servc1 comput ing mukes it n suitable cnndidute for the WebTV project. Ease-
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of-use is accomplished through SQL Server's gmphtcal nuuHlg~mcnt tools was also 
one of the main factor why Microsoft. SQL Ser\er 7.0 1s chosen 
There are several advantages M1crosot1 SQL Sener 7.0 \\as chosen compare Oracle 
81: 
i.) SQL Server is more ease-to-use system compared to the oracle database. It 
provides more user-friendly graphical tools for installation, configuration and 
administration. 
ii .) SQL Server can run only on windows but for oracle the operating system will 
essentially become irrelevant. Oracle supports all kind of platform. 
iii. ) With inte&YTated management of text, images, audio and video, Oracle8i's 
inter-media enable customers to take advantage of the mult11ned1a nature or 
the Web. For SQL, it advocates a strategy of storing non-traditional data in 
flat files in separate servers and linking them together usmg OLE-DB 
iv.) Microsoft SQL Server 7.0 tightly integrated with other Microsoft Products 
• Seamless integration with Windows NT provides sccunty. n web 
application environment and Microsoft Transaction Server support 
• lntegration with Microsoft Exchange Server provides reliable und 
scalable Internet and Intranet collaboration and messaging - supporting 
SQL server initiated trigger and store procedure-based messaging and 
replication of Exchange public folders 
3.3.3 Web Server 
Internet Information Server (llS) 1s chosen as the web server because it is bundled 
with Microsoft NT Server, which makes it really case to implement even faced with 
a limited hudget for project development cost. In a broader sense, lIS provides a 
comprehensive web server and web-publishing system designed especially for use 
with M1crosofl Windows NT Server. It is also allows security feature to be 
implemented on specific virtuul directories to control access. 
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Active Server Page (ASP) is chosen as main \\eh pubhshmg technology ASP is able 
to generated normal l ITML tile to return to user on-demand, which will increase 
system performance. Any changes to ASP files do not required those files to be 
compiled. This feature makes the development work easier. The ease with ASP files 
can be edit is also one of the maJor factors, which ASP considers as the main 
publishing technology. 
One of the advantages ASP has over CGI is improved performance. When the 
browser requests for a CGI application file, the server loads the file and executes it 
The application itself creates an HTML file which is then assembled into a temporary 
page on the server, packaged up for l ITTP transmission and sent to tho browser. 
With ASP, the browser actually references the pages it wants and the page is read 
into memory. However, before the page is transmitted back to the browser, the server 
examines the page for any scripts. The server will execute any scripts that urc found 
only. The script can change the HTML page itself by inserting values or adding extra 
text or HTML codes. Once the page is ready, the server will package it up in the 
1 IYfP wrapper and sends it off to the browser. 
Another drawback of CGI is the difficulty of changing program's code. Whenever a 
CGI program written in C or C++, for example had been changed, the program has to 
be recompiled for the changes to take cfTect. In ASP. the changes would be made in 
the scripting language directly in the web pages itself. Therefore, no recompilation is 
required. 
3.3.5 Streaming Technology 
Microsoft Windows Media Sorviccs 4.1 (MWMS) wi11 be used for the streaming 
part. There arc several driving factors encourage the usage of this technology. 
MWMS provided live encoding and capturing of live analog stream up to 3.5 Mbps, 
which 1s suitable for live TV prognuns broadcasting through LAN. It support both 
rnult1cust and umcust hroadcm;ting were ulso make this technology to be deployed in 
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thi s project. Another factor, which brings 10 its use tn Wch l'V, is the fact that it is 
freewarc downloadable from Microsoft web site. 
3.3.6 Development Tools 
Development tools can be divided into web pages development tool and Windows 
Media tools. For web pages development tools Microsoft Visual Interdev 6.0 was 
chosen for as an editor tool for the development of ASP pages because it provide 
more features that are helpful for ASP coding. The graphical design can be drawn 
easily by using Visual Interdev 6.0. It also provides the script outline as well as the 
toolbox and server object that minimizes the burden to build a web-application. 
While Windows Media tools, which include content creation tools and content 
management tools are delivers along with MWMS for the development of streaming 
application for WebTV. 
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4.1 WebTV System Architecture Oesi~n 
The WcbTV overall application infrastmcturc will b~ bused on a three-tier 
architecture as show in figure 4. 1. System arclutecturc design for WebTV can be 
divided into two portions, live broadcasting TV programs and music/video on-
demand. 
Frontier/ 
Application Tier 
. .· 
Middle/ 
Service Tier 
Bottom tier/Data 
Repository 
,, 
Internet 
Explorer 
Netscape 
Communicator 
Windows Media 
Player 
( Clrent App/teal um) 
! 
Windows Media Internet lnformat1on 
Server Server 
(Broadcast ,C..,'erver) (Web Server) 
I 
Wmdows Media SQL Server 7.0 
Fncodcr 
(Ill'<' n · hroculcasting) (Afus1c wdeo 
OtHlemund) 
Figure 4 I WcbTV System's Architecture. 
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The application tier is comprised of web publishing appltcatmn and Windows Media 
Player that will be responsible for presenting informntton to the users. For the 
WcbTV system, client-side application wtll require a web browser (Internet Explorer 
or Netscape) and windows media player installed. The functionality tier will use IIS 
to manage web services as well as provide authentication of Web TV users. Windows 
Media Services use for broadcasting using unicast and multicast, which depends on 
what type of services required. The bottom tier includes the database server and 
Windows Media Encoder, which are responsible for providing information to users. 
Windows Media Encoder use for encodes live TV programs and delivers to 
functionality tier for multicasting to users. Database server use for deliver stored 
media file to users on-demand. 
4.2 Functionality Design 
Under system functionality design, the focus will point to general structure of the 
WebTV system and how data flow through the system. The following figure 4.2 
shows the general structure of the WcbTV system design. 
WebTV System 
I I 
Schedule Related Contact 
I.ink 
Online/ Search 
Ondcmand stream Database 
Figure 4.2 General Structure of the WchTV System. 
This system provide two distinct type services, a live broadcast with multicast TV 
programs, which user can not control the streaming, user can only watch it. The 
second 1s user cnn search and play an asf file or video file from database on-demand 
using unH.:ast. wlm:h user cun control the stream of asf file. In oth1.:r world, user can 
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forward, backward, pause, stop, and play an nsf file usmg unicasting. But the 
disadvantage is it will consume a lot of bandwidth 
Others functionality includes a linking for user to other services provider, which 
similar to this system for example CNN Online. A mailing facility also provided for 
user to contact TV station and WebTV administrator. 
Figure 4.3 show how data and information flow through WebTV system. 
Searching key 
Users 
Email Box 
asf stream 
Web TV 
System 
Control 
Administr ntor 
Connection verification 
Update conformation 
Figure 4.3 Data Flow Diagram for Web TV System 
4.3 Database Design 
The database used in connection with this system is simple compare with database 
used for trading or transaction purposes. A relational database will use in WebTV 
system. The purpose of the database is lo store songs or video information only, 
which will stream to users on-demand. Database requirement was show in figure 4.2 
below before transforming into relational database design. One table will be open for 
storing data for each entity. Table 4.1 shows the columns and equivalent data type 
for each column in the table. 
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Oatn l'ype I Description 
Ch 
VarC 
VarC 
nr(J) · -\ Pnmary key; Index key 
har(50) Name of the song 
-har(50) 
har(50) VarC 
Nu m(3) 
--1 ~ 
Name of the artiste 
Song's album 
total time of the song 
Table 4.1 Song Relation Table 
4.4 Graphical User Interface Design 
The main purpose of the user-interface design is to design a user-friendly and easy to 
use display for users. The WebTV system provides 5 main functionality to users. 
User Interface design is very important in the sense because the interface should be 
designing in such a way that it provides easy accessibility to the functionaltty. This 
can be achieved through the use of a navigation bar, which will provide hypcrhnks to 
all the functionality as show in figure 4.4. Figure 4.5 below show an example of 
screen design for WebTV system interface. This design is subject to change depend 
on users new and useful input through process in module development, which using 
incremental prototyping. 
Figure 44 WcbTY navigation bar 
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Logo 
Information 
Figure 4.5 Example ofWcbTV screen Design 
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5.0 System Implementation 
Implementation is the process of dcvclopin!! Web l'V system based on the requirements 
planned in the early stage and it is matched with the design architecture discussed in the 
prevtous chapter 
5.1 Development Environment 
Before the development of the whole system can begins, the environment and platform 
for development have to be set up. As the design of the system shows, basically there 
were three parts that had to be implement, application tier, services tier, and bottom tier. 
These three components had to be set up in a way to ensure they could support each other 
without any conflict. Setting up of the development environment was time consummg 
and difficult because lack of knowledge about the in~iallation 
5.1.1 Hardware Installation 
l lardware installat10n was the most initial step before any development process can be 
proceeds. Preparation and installation of hardware requirement was an important step to 
make this system a success. 
WebTV is a hardware dependent system because this system required encoding live 
television programmes broadca-;t from local television station, convertmg medta files, 
provtded multiple multicast streams to ch en ts, and supported multiple rcqucsts of unicast 
streams from clients. 
S.l.1.1 LODI 
Two machines are used for the development and implementation this system. The first 
machme named LO[) I, which was configured as Primary Domain Controller is single 
process base machine. I.OD I was an Intel base machine running on Pcntnun 11 233Mhz 
with I 0.2 CIB of hard disk ancl I 92MB of SRAM. This machine was setup for the 
installation of Windows Media Services broadcast server, SQL Database server, lIS web 
sc1vcr, and others d..:vclnpmcnt tools :mch as Microsoft Visual lnterDev. 
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LOD2 was configured as the Backup Domain Controller for LOD domam. This machine 
was also Intel base machine running on two unit of Pentmm II1 Xeon 800Mhz processor 
with 18.2 GB ultra SCSI hard disk and 256 MB of SRAM. A powetful machine was 
required for encoding and converting of media file or live event to active streaming 
fonnat. LOD2 was setup for the installation of converters, Windows Media Encoder, and 
for storing media files. This machine was used to provide services for LODI such as 
encode live television programmes and convert all media files for the LODl. 
5.1.1.3 Capture Card 
Capture card was required in implementing this project. It was used to capture live 
television programmes broadcast from local television station. For this project, Winnov 
video capture card was chosen because of it provide high quality of video capture and 
interoperate with existing system equipments. This card was installed in LOD2 because 
e11Cbding of live event such as television programmes required powerful processor to 
maintain server performance. 
5.1.2 Software Installation 
After the installation of hardware, software installation was started to build up a complete 
pJatfonn for the development WebTV system. 
5.1.2. l Operating System 
The first phrase to set up the developing was to install and setup the Windows NT 
Operating System This process began with fonnathng the hard disk of the computers to 
NT File System (NTFS) to provide more security feature supported in Windows NT 4.0. 
The Windows NT Server 4 0 was then 1nstalled usmg CD ROM. After the mstallation 
completed, the hardware specification was configured in Windows NT. After that, the 
network sctt1t1g und info wus setup Ill Windows NT. This included Domain Name (LOO), 
computer name {I.OD I), IP address, gateway, DNS etc. Next the service pack 6.0 (SP 6) 
was mstallcd ancr the installation of service pack 3.0 (SP 3). Finally the Server Option 
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Pack 4.0 was installed into the computers AOcr muncrnus r~stnrts, the server was up and 
ready. 
5. l.2.2 Web Server 
As WebTV is a web-based application, a web server is needed. Internet Information 
Server (HS) is used as the web server for the system. IIS 4.0 was installed during the 
installation of NT Server Option Pack 4.0. After that a web site is created using the 
Management Console of the US. This web site would be used for accessing Inventory 
Control System application. The application was set to use the port number 80. The 
proper security, user rights and operators were set up. By using the Windows NT's User 
Management, one user account was created to provide access rights to the WebTV files. 
5.1.2.3 Broadcast Server and Supporting Tools 
After the installation of Windows NT server 4.0 and the service pack 6 0, this has 
prov1ded a suitable platfonn for installing Windows Media Services 4.1 (WMS) WMS 1s 
the core of this system. Windows Media Tools, which include Windows Media Encoder, 
Windows Media Author, and Windows Media Indexer, arc supporting tools to WMS also 
installed into the server after the installation of WMS. 
Windows Media Serv1ces prov1de the ability to stream multimedia content in .asf or 
.wma format over networks that range from low-bandwidth, dial-up Internet connections 
to high-bandwidth, local area networks WMS do provided the ability to create an IP 
multicast station and unicast publishing point using multicast station and unicast 
publishing point function in the Windows Media Administrator in the main menu. 
5. J .2.4 Database Server 
MS SQL Server 7.0 is the nuun database for the WebTV system and the only database for 
song information for tho WcbTV system MS SQL Server was then installed on the 
Wmdows NT Server, which prevmus c1catcd. After that , all the storage required was 
created 111 the server using MS SQL Console Manager. One table named song would be 
needed by the applicatao11 according to the design mcnt1011cd in the design section. 
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Finally stage in building up the development environment was sl'lup all nt.'Ct.'ss;u~ 
development tools m the development server. Development tool~ such a~ f\ltcrosoft 
Visual JnterDev was installed for the requirements of create dynamic ASP and nonnal 
IITML web pages On the other hand, converters like VCDGcar and Sonic Foundry 
Stream Anywhere were installed for the converting of moV1c files in VCD format into 
.asf fomrnt in order to stream through network usmg WMS TMPGEnc and Nero Bum 
Rom were installed for the creation of VCD. 
5.2 WcbTV System Implementation 
The development of Web TV System was implemented module by module. Each module 
was developed and tested separately. After that all modules were combined and 
integrated to fonn the system. The following lists the implementation of each module Ill 
detail. 
5.2.1 Coding and Programming l\'lodule 
The methodology used in the development of the WcbTV system is the incremental 
prototyping methodology. For the coding module, a prototype was created and tested. 
This prototype only had basic functions of the module After that, testing m1d imprnvrng 
on prototype process is repeated unlit a functional and precise prototype is created. 
Finally all the prototypes were combined and rntcgratcd to fonn the final application. 
5.2.1.J Active Server Pages S{·ript 
ASP is the only database programming language use to create dynamic web pages for this 
'Ystem. By default, VBScnpt is the chosen lunguagc for scripting ASP. But it is still 
Pafectly legal to mix languages, as long as they me properly spccilicd for each section of 
COde in the applicntion"s page (wch page). 
There arc three unique ways to indil~Utl· thnt hlod.s of' script arc to he executed on the 
lerVcr (that is thl' scrvcr·sidc code). ( >11c method is tu !illt101111tl the l'cripts with the<.,/ .. 
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and •/e> tags. In this case, any text between these tugs is treated as scrvcr-stdt• ~riptmg 
commands, based on the language defined at the beginning nf the Active Se~er Page. In 
addition to specifying scripts to execute on the server. one can dearly indicate variables 
that are to be replaced by actual values by using the <0/o= variah/e 9/o> syntax. Finally. 
because it is possible to create subroutines within the Active Server Pages just like with 
client scripts (JavaScript), ASP programmer can specify blocks of code using the 
<SCRIPT> tag, as long as the tag contains the RUNAT=SERVER attribute. Otherwise, 
that block of code will be run at client-side. 
5.2.1.2 Interface 
Interface is very important in presenting infonnation to users. An attractive and uscr-
friendly interface can reduce the time for users to understanding the system functionality 
provided. To ensure the appearance of each page is consistent and coherence, each page 
is following the same structure of interface base on the template created. Table was using 
in developing the template for this system. Figure 5.1 below shows the interface template 
code for this system. Figure 5.2 shows output of the interface template. 
<lff'MI> 
<HEAD> 
<TITI.f:.>WeblV </TITl.J<> 
llJ..-Script put bert 
</HEAD> 
<BODY "> 
<div align"ocnter><img stylo:o-"width: 600pJt: heigh. 75pi<" srl....,'logo git" ></div> 
<table width:e" I OOo/o" border=:."()" height ia"403"> 
<tr> 
<td width "8%" valign top abgn middle> 
<I-Home~ 
<1- 1.ive strtam~ 
<1-Qn..demand 1trtam~ 
<!- Related link~ 
<l~St-ht!dule~ 
<1 Contad UI~ 
<ltd> 
<td width "82%" vahgn top> 
Oth~r iafornuatioe 
<ltd> 
</tr> 
<hahle> 
</BODY> 
</HTMi > 
J.'i1ure ~.I lnlcl'liu.:c templates for WcbTV . 
• 56 . 
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Figure 5.2 Output of interface template 
5.2.1.3 Embed Windows Media Player 
Windows Media Player (WMP) is used to receive any unicast or multicast stream from 
the system. WMP can be insert into a web page as an object usrng the template coding 111 
tigyrc 5.3: 
<BODY> 
<08.J(<:Cr id= rncdiaPL1yer 
codeoos0'2 "http./ /act ivex m icroso fl . co m/ncttvt .. 'X/contro ls/mp~1ycr/ cn/nsmp2inf. cab/IV c..-r -;ion 6, 
4,5,715" 
cla.'>s1d C'l.SID 2206f312-ll01'<>- I 100·94AB-0080C74('71'95 l11sh ... width ..• 
type apphcat1on/x-oloobjoct .STANDBY "Loading M1crosofl® Wnl<lows Mcdiu&#R-182, 
Playl-r components .. "> 
<PARAM NAMr•="FilcNume'' VALlJH• "wuru filt' namt"> 
<PARAM NAME~~showCorrtrols" VAi.UH "I"> 
<PARAM ... > 
<•:MR•:o TYPEc."applicationfx-mpl:iyet2" 
plugin!ipllgc "hllp //www micrnsoll com/Windowslr>ownlo;1eJs1Co111c11tsJ Product'l/MothaPlaycr 
r 
sr<P"Se>urt'e filf' namt'" 
Name Ml-du1t>layt:1 
showoontrols I 
ff1Mh 
Width > 
<Jlo:MBDK> 
<108.ll~'C .. I'> 
<J BOl>Y 
Jtigun· ~ .. l Tc111pl11t'-' tiu embed W.M. Playc1 into 11 wch page 
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The coding for making connection to SQL server database is simple be~':lu~ OSN \\US 
using to create an ODBC connection to database. The template codmg used for makmg 
connection to database is stored in DataStorc.asp fik Figurc 5..t below was the template 
coding for connectmg to database. 
i<:OIO 
strConncct = "OSN Oata source name, md User 10; pwd Lser password" 
~o>: 
Figure 5.4 Template for making database connection 
S.2.1.S Query String 
This template was coded to enable user to make a query to the database with the users' 
input criteria. This template provided two options for user to search for any songs 
available in the song table from the WeblV database, the first one is search by song 
name and second is search by artist name. Figure 5.5 below was the template for creating 
selection criteria base on users' input. 
//1tatthltt'm and Ran-hKey was rctrit'n from u~r input 
DIM scarchltem, searchKey, strSearch»trmg. obJCommand, ob.1RS, strOutput 
searchltem ·Request QueryStrmg(UHr input) 
search~cy Request QucryStrmg(ll~r intlUt) 
If scarchltem "Coodition" tht.-n 
strScerch:;tring="WlUlRl! Tab~ Jlit'ld " & "'" & starchKcy & "'" 
else 
strScarchstring "WI 1mrn Tablt' "'ield • " & "'~ & scarch~cy & "'" 
end If 
Figure 5.5 Template for create sclec1to11 cl'itcria 
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Figure 5.6 shows the template for cre;1ti11g SQL stakmcnt from th1.• sd1.'1.'th'1l ,·nt1.•tfa 
created from Figure 5 .5 . 
set obJCommand server crcatcobJect("AOOl>B Command") 
obJCOmmand.Act1vcConnoction s1r('onnect //Dacabasl" connttlion string 
obJC'ommand C'ommandText • "Sr-I H ' ·t ltt'm " & 
"f<ROM Table naml" • &_ 
Seltction criteria 
ObJCommand CommandType ndCmdTcxt 
set obJRS obJCommand Execute 
Figure 5.6 Template for create SQL statement 
S.2.1.6 Output String 
Table was use lo present data rctnevc from the database after the execution of SQL 
statement. Table is chosen because 1t has the ability to make the appearance of the pa11cs 
look more attractive. Figure 5 7 was the template code for creates a dynamic table. 
~ 
strOutput "· 1" ABLE BORDI· R 0 cells pacing= I 0 cellpaddmg::::i5>" &_ 
"· fR bgcolor #Oc8bffWIDTll• ""IOO%"">" &_ 
"· ID WIDTH ""50%""><B>l•ield name</B>«"fll) ·" &_ 
"• fD WIDTH '"'50%""><B> l'ield namc</B>< /ID·"&_ 
"< ID WIDTI I ""50%""><1l> Field name</B ><fl'l)></ l'R>" 
While Not obJRS fOF 
strOutput • stroutput & "< l'R bgcolor= hghtskyhluc>" &_ 
"< rO>&nbsp:" &objRS("Field name") &"</rt)>"&_ 
"< l'D>&nbsp." &objRS("l•ield nanae") &"<fr{)>"&_ 
"· TD ·&nbsp.'' &obJRS("l'ielcJ name")&"< l[) · fl'R>" 
obJRS MovcNext 
Wend 
strOutput ~llOutput & " </l'ABU~" 
Response Wr 1tc stt< >11tp111 
ob1RS Close 
set oh1RS • Noth111g 
~ 
Fiatu '" ~. 7 'l\·mplalc fo1 1.·1 cate dy11a111 ic luhlc 
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An ASX metafile is an asx tile that provides information thnt Mt~rosoft \\'tndows ~ kdia 
Player uses to receive unicast streams, multicast streams, and (.)thcr supported media from 
an intranct or the Internet. Some of the ASX mctafilcs was crcatl!d automnttcally after the 
multicast station was created. In order to provide on-demand stream to client, ASX 
metafiles were created base on the template code show m figure 5 8 below. 
<ASX vcr.sion • " '3.0 " > 
<Title>Title· /Title> 
<Entry> 
<Ref href • "mms: //server name/ sub folder / ti tle_l.asf" /> 
</Entry> 
<Entr.y> 
<Ref href • "mms : //server name/ sub folder / title 2.asf" /> 
</Entry> 
<Entry> 
<Ref href • "mms://server name/ sub folder / title n.a•f" /> 
</l•:ntry> 
</ASX> 
Figure 5.8 Template for create ASX mewfilc 
S.2.2 Media '4'iles Module 
This was a very challcng111g module because it required a lot of' research and 
understanding m MPEG standard It required 5 main converters such as Windows Media 
Encoder. VCOOcar, So111c Foundry Stream Anywhere, TMPGEnc, and Xing MPEG 
encoder to convert media file to the active strccuning fonnat. 
S.2.2.1 Converting .dat (\'CO) to .asf 
VCDGcar and Sonic Foundry Stream Anywhere 1cquin.xl in converting V('D file format 
(MPEG I) to active streaming fo1mat (MPEC1 •1). First, VCDGcar was used to comert 
.dat (MPEG I) file format limn V( I) into .mpg (MPI~(, I) file format and !'tore into hard 
disk. Steps to t•onw11 .dat file fot mut from Vl'I > intn .111pg file fo1111at aic listed follow. 
I. First insert Ve 'f) into ( D R< >M a11cl nctivatc VCJX1om p1ogrnm. 
2. Sdl'.ct cnnw1ti1111 type to .d111 Co .m1•1t· 
. (){) ~ 
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3. Click load button, to chose the source file frnm mpc..•gv fokkr m \ 'CD . .\l1c1 that 
set the destination for store the file. 
4. Click the start button to start the process. Finally, alk1 about l 0 minutes mpg 
file was created from the VCD and can be found in the dcstmnnon path. 
After that, Sonic Foundry Stream Anywhere was used to com.ert .mpg file format into 
.asf file format. Steps to converting .mpg file fonnat to .asf file format were· 
I. Go to File menu and click on Add/Open. 
2. After that chose the source file, which created previously using the VCDGear and 
wait for a few seconds for the program loading the media file. 
3. Next go to File menu again and click on Save media file as ... in the File menu. 
4. A dialog box will pop out. Select the Windows Media Format check box and 
insert the path and source files name into the Source box. After that, insert the 
destination path for storing the .asf file 
5. Select the destrcd bandwidth for the .asf file from the list provided. for high 
quality streaming, 250 kbps and above arc suitable. for conserving nctwmk 
resources. 56 kbps and below should be selected. 
6. Then click OK button to close the Dialog box. Conve11ing process was started 
after closing the Dialog box. Wait about 25 minutes for completmg the prncess 
7. Finally, desired .asf file for mat was created from the .mpg file fonnat. 
The Converting process can simplify in figure 5.9. 
11111 lilu l11nnnt 
Ml'Hl I 
(V( DJ 
VCl)Gcar 
-- -· 
.1111'1l tile 
liwmnt 
MPHi I 
Sonic Foundry 
stream Anywhere 
Vi~un• ~.•) MJ>J-:'( l I to MPF<, 4 co11vcrti11g process 
• (1 I • 
II rlilo 
li•111a1 
\1Pl .G 4 
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This converting process was relatively simple because it invol\l' :Hllh\) fik only One 
converter only required in this process Wrndows Media h1coder (Wr..H·) \\as use tn 
converting .mp3 file format to .asf file format . 'l11is encoder can nlso pro\1dcd the ability 
to convert .a vi and . wav file fonnat to .asf file formal WME must be configured to create 
and stream Advanced Streaming Fonnat (ASF) infonnation. WME provided three type of 
configuration method: 
I. QuickStart to create a new .asd file from a live source. 
2. Templates to create a new .asd file from either a live source or a stored content 
file. 
3. An option to customile a new .asd file to custom specifications. 
The template method was used in configure WME. Steps to configure WME using 
the template. 
I. On the File menu, click New. 
2. In the Welcome window, select Template with ln1>ut/Output Options, and 
click OK. 
3. In the Compression and t~·ormats screen, choose 56 ISON Audio as the 
template stream format for this session, and then click Next 
4. In the Input Settings, Input Source screen, select AVl/W AV File, and then 
click Nnt. 
5. After AVl/WA V File was selccrcd, A Dialog bo1 will ask for the source file. 
Click Next to ignore this mas.-;age to the Output option dialog because 
source file can be ~pecify later. 
6. In the Output option, select To a local ASF file. After selecting the output 
destination, click Next Button. 
7. After thut, enter a file n11mt for tho output file in the Output settings and 
make sure the Automatic Indexing check ho~ was checked. 
8. ('lick Vini!'h, the ll•mplatc for c:ncoclcr wus finish and WM!! Start windo~· 
appears agnin. 
9. On st1rt m,•nu, dick on Input f'ile frn cntc1 som<.·c file to the encoder 
I 0. < >n lhc Ent•odc 111en11, did: Start. WMb blllt1S c1u.:odi11g the ASF strenm. 
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11 . On the File menu. click Save or Save a~. and typl' in n file.' naml' f1.'t ~\.lltnpl~ 
"song" After that click Save to save the configurat1on to nn asd fik. 
For more information about how to edit, join. and cut media files, please 
refer to Appendix B. Appendix C shows how to create a Video CD. 
S.2.3 Broadcasting Module 
This module was required to build up three multicast stations and three unicast stations 
for Web TV to broadcast mg services to the client using WMS 
5.2.3.1 Creation of Virtual Directory 
Before any broadcasting station created user must be able to this system from their PC 
attach to the LAN, a virtual directory named webtv had been created in the llS web 
server us111g Internet service manager . !'he virtual directory 1s corresponds to the actual 
directory where all the system pages arc found. This directory has read and executes 
rights only. Another virtual named ASXRoot had also created to store all .asx tiles, which 
use for redirect the connection to a particular stream. The creation of this virtual directory 
enables users to receive unicast streams, multicast streams, and other suppo1ted media 
from the system 
5.2.J.2 Multicast Station and Unicast Publish Point 
After complete the installation of all related server. tlucc multicast stations wc1c created 
to provide multicast stn.~ams on live television programmes, movie files, and audio files 
over the network. rollowmg was the general procedure to create new multicast station 
using multicast station Qu1ckStart w11~11d: 
I. In the Window~ Media Administmtm menu fiame, click Multicast Stations. 'Ille 
M11l1icast Stations 1mgc appears After that select the u~ wi1Brd to crratc new 
station check hox 
2. Click St11tion~, and 1hc11 click Nl'w. Co111ig11rc 111ul P11hlish Mullica 1 Broa<1ca. t 
St1ca111s <)11id.:St:11t w11mtl appl'llr~ . 
• (1 l . 
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3. On the Select a station screen, select Create n m.•w l'tation . 
.J. On the Create a new station screen, type a nnmc and n lk$Criptit)1\ ff1r the statwn, 
then select Multicast mode. 
5 On the Specify a program and stream namr $cn:cn, type a name for the 
program in Program Name and a name for the stream in Stream Name. Two 
program options were provided 
,,,. Select Start program once wizard is finished to make the program 
immediately available for Vtcwing after the station 1s created. 
,,,. Select Replay stream objects once finished (loop) to play the program 
repeatedly after it is started 
6. Select and configure a stream source for the multicast station. 
,. On the Specify a source for the stream object screen, select a source for 
the stream. 
~ On the Specify n source URL for the stream object screen. type the 
URL to the stream source. 
,. On the Specify stream format information screen (or screens), specify 
the path to the stream source so its stream format information is added to 
the station definition 
7. Store the multicast station 1nfonnation file (.nsc file) Ill virtual duectmy, wchtv. 
Created usrng Management Console of llS that can be accessed by Microsoft 
Windows Media Player. 
~ On the Ex1>0rt path for the station information file screen, type the path 
to the .nsc file storage location. 
,, On the Station information file l JRJ. screen, spccity the URL or lJNC 
path that Windows Media Player will use to access the stored .nsc file . 
X. 011 the Sclel·t puhli,hint1 ml•thod screen, select the methods for publishing the 
st ream. After thut. select create an .htm file «ontaining <OIUl<:CT> and 
<EMIJED> tag fo1· tht• Mit•rmmft Media Ph1yc1·. 
'>. On the Ready to fluhfo1h Sl' t ~en, 1evicw the list of options you have selected. To 
edit :111y of thc~e. l'lkk Hiu·k 011Cl' 01 mmc to rcl11111 to the approp1 iritc stntion 
inf'rn111atiu11, If l'\:l'I · 1h i111• 1111 tight, thi1' sl11tio11 was c1eatcd succcssf'ully, 
• <,;I • 
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Three Unicast publishing pomts were also created to prnv1ck tm·tkmand and mtct;l~tl\ t' 
stream to the client. Unicast publish pomt Qu1ckSt:lrt wi.nud also pro' tdt•d hy WMS 
Following was the general procedure to create a nC\\ un1~ast puhhshmg pomt: 
I. Jn the Windows Media Adm1111strator menu frame, chd. lnicast Publishing 
Points. After that select the Use wizard to create new broadcast unicast 
publishing point check box 
2. Click Broadcast, a11d then click New. Configure and Publish Unicast Broadcast 
Streams QuickStart Wizard appears. 
3 On the Select a publishing J)Oint screen, select Create a broadcast publishing 
point. 
4. On the Specify source screen, select the source content. On the New broadca~t 
publishing point to a (the source for the broadcast content that previous 
selected) "crcen, type an alias for the new broadcast unicast publishing pe>i111 i11 
the Alias box. Then type the path in the Path box. If Windows Mccha Encoder is 
the -,ourcc for the broadcast. verify the value in the Port box is correct. 
5. On the Select publishing method screen, select the desired publishing piotocol. 
In this project. UDP protocol wa:-. selected. Then, select the publishing options 
that Microsoft Wmdows Media Player uses lo access the live content from your 
broadcast unicast publishing point . 
6. On the Ready to publish screen, review the list of options that you have selected. 
To edit any of these, click Hack once or more to return to the appropiiatc on-
demand unicast publishtng point mformation. If eve1y step is coirect, a new 
unicast publish point was successfully created 
5.2.3.3 Telt.•vision Hroadcasting 
WcbTV. as implies hy the title, li\c tdc,ision hrnadcasting was the main scr..,icc for this 
system. I wo machines wt·1 c H'q1111 cd fm the 1111plc111cntat ion of live television 
bn1adcnsti11g. 1 ~01 >.? \\as used for capt111c and c11code live television progmmmc into 
active str ea111 for mat. I 01> I wns tH;cd to r ctiicvti the 1111il·11st stream from l.OD2 and then 
11111ltic11s1 tlw sll c:1111 out th1111wh tlw 114..'lwrnk . 
• ti"i • 
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First, to capture the live television programme, Wmnnv capt me l'at d must he '-'l'nfignrcd 
Configuration for capture card was sunple. First, start the Wmno\ capttul" prngrmn. On 
the File menu, click Wmnov configuration Aller thnt , spcctl\ the m1d10 and 'tdco mput 
for the event, which wanted to capture. J•or Web IV systl.!m scttmg, 'tdeo mput \Hts set to 
Composite input and audio input was set to Aux input. 
There arc two phases in setup live tclcv1s1on broadcast. The first phase was configured 
Windows Media Encoder (WME) to capture and encode live event As discuss m 
previous section, template method configuration was chosen in configuring WME. 
I . On the File menu, click New 
2. In the Welcome window, select Template with Input/Output Options, and click 
OK. 
3. In the Compression and Formats screen, select 512 video as the template stream 
format for this session, and then click Next . 
4. In the Input Settings, Input Source screen, select Live source, and then click 
ext. 
5. Ca1>ture Source screen will ask for capture device to use. Chose default capture 
device because one capture card only instalJed in I .OD2 
6. In the Output Settings, Output Options screen, select To Window!'! Mediu 
Server over network, click Next. 
7. In the Transmission screen, select Allow Rcmotr Server(s) ConnN:tion amt 
initial MSBD Port to 11 I I. Default port wns 7007. 
8. Click Finish. The Windows Media Encoder Start window appears. On the 
Encode menu, click Start W111dows Media Fncode1 starts encoding the ASF 
stream. 
9. On the File 111c1111 , dick Saw or Savt• as, and type in a Jilc name fo1 cxnmplc 
" television". Aller that did: Sun~ to save the co111ig111atio11 to an .usd file . 
·1 he sec1111cl phase \\.as rcq11i1 cd to c1 cate a m11ltic11~1 stat ion 11si11g Window Medin 
Services. ·1 his st:1tion wus 1tsl:d to 1 cir kwc unicast t:ll cam, which was the live telc\~sion 
• till • 
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programme stream created in LOD2 Following steps show how to cn•nt\! ~' lh c k'kn~wn 
multicast station using Windows Media Services 
I. In the Wmdows Media Administrator menu frnm~. dick Multicast Stations The 
Multicast Stations page appears. After that select the Use 'lizard to create new 
station check box 
2. Click Stations, and then click New. Configure and Publish Multicast Broadcast 
Streams QuickStart wizard appears. 
3. On the Select a station screen. select Create a new station . 
../, On the Create a new station screen. type a name and a description for the station, 
then select Multicast mode. 
5. On the Specify a program and stream nume screen, type Television in 
Program Name and Television Multicast Stream in Stream Name. Aficr that , 
select Start program once wi:t.ard is finished to make the program immediately 
available for Viewing after the station 1s created. 
6. On the Specify a source for the stream object screen, select Window~ Ml•diu 
Encoder as the source. Click Next. 
7. On the Specify a source URL for the stream object screen, type 
mdbd://L002: 1111 as the URL lo the stream source. 
8. On the Specify stream format information screen, select standard 
configuration in the Windows Media Encoder. 
9. On the Export f>ltth for the station information file ~crccn, type 
C:\lnetPub\wwwmot\Stationl.nsc for the as the path to the .nsc file stomge 
location. 
10. Next, on the Station information file lJRL sc1ecn, typc 
htt1>://LOD I/Station l.nsl' fo1 Wmdows Medin l>layc1 will use to ncccs!' the 
stored .nsc file . 
I 1. 011 the St'lt.•rt puhlishinK nll'thod Sl'I ccn, SClcl·t rn·ah· an .htm file rnntaining 
<OIUECT> and <EMHEI» ht~ for Ou· Mkrot.toft Media Playl·r. 
I 2. 011 1hc Kt•ncly to 1tt1hlish s<.·1cc11, Hl\ icw the list nl' options 1hn1 huvc sclcc11.:d 
lil k 1ri11Ma lo ~.-rnl up this !'il:ssion . 
• <i7 .. 
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Figure 5. I 0 below shows the simplify procedure for creating liw tt'lt'\ 1stl)I\ multi~ast 
station using Windows Media Encoder and Windows Media Scrvil-l'S. 
Composite 
And Aux 
Jnpu_t ___ ~  
--~ 
WME 
Unira~t Multicast 
LODI 
\VMS 
Figure 5. I 0 1.ive television multicast station setup process. 
5.2.4 Database Module 
One database named webtv was created using Ms SQL server. Before connecting to data 
source like Ms SQL server, a DSN 1s needed in order to open connection to the database 
server. DSN is a method of standardizing database connectivity. There arc two types of 
DSN: System DSN and User DSN. A System DSN tends to be more convenient hut less 
secure than a User DSN. If multiple users arc using the same client computer and there is 
a need to hide the existence of the data source from some of the users. Use1 DSN will do 
the trick. 
Step to create a wcbtv DSN 
1. On the Start menu, click Scttin~, and then click Control Panel. (In earlier versions 
of Windows, select Control Panel from the Mam program grnup.) 
2. Doublc·click ODBC to open the driver manager's user interface, the ODBC Data 
Source Ad11111ustrntor. 
3. Click the System DSN/lJser OSN tab. After that click Add. 
4. From the installed ODBC drivers list , sdcct SQL St•rver and dick Fini~h to bring up 
the ODIJC SQI. Server ~tup dining hox. 
S lnscr1 tho data sm11~1..· a n;u11e, fo1 wchtv sy~tc111 the data source named wchtv was 
using. 
• Cl!~ • 
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6. Next enter lhc name of the SQI, Server in the St•rver box, "h1dt 1s I <.)I) l rh(.' SQI 
Server should have the same name as the Windows NT-bnsl·d l'l'mput~1 t'n "luch it is 
running. 
7. Select using SQL server authcnticnttons for vc.:nfy the nuthl·ntici~ of lhe logon id. 
After that key m logm id and password For WcbTV login id 1s "sa" and password is 
"good4us·· 
8. Click the Options button and provide the name of the database on SQL Server to 
which database adm1111stralor want to connect as a default database, in this case the 
default database is webtv and database file name is webtvdb mdf. 
9. At the bottom of the dialog box is a check box called Convert OEM to ANSI 
Characters. Click OK to rctum to the ODBC Data Source Administrator dialog 
box, and click OK again. Finally the Data Source Name called wcbtv had created . 
• (11) • 
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C'hap1c1 6 
Sy~tem Tc:s1ang 
Testing provides a method to uncover log1cal error and to test the system rchability. The 
main objective of testmg 1s to examine the system for correctness, accuracy, 
completeness, and rchab1lity. The procedures for testing this system are carried out in 
stages. The stages 111volvc can be categon1.ed 111to umt testing, module testing, and 
integration testing. 
6.1 Unit Testing 
Unit testing concentrates on the smallest component of the system for testing. Every 
individual components developed in a system arc tested independently, without other 
system components, to ensure that they operate correctly. These components might he 
pcrfon111ng tasks such as check mg the ability of multicast stream to route other network, 
check the quality and pcrfomumcc of the stream , checking the connection of database 
server, etc. 
6.1.1 Multicast and lJ nicast Streaming Testing 
The purpose of streaming testing was wanted to determine either :tit multicast and 
unicast stream could reach to other network. nus testing was rcqutrl!d to carry out in 
the network other than 202.185. 109.•, such as 202. IRS.107.•, 202. 185.107.• . and 
10.100.J.'• . In order to implement this testing, evc1y l ~1d in Faculty of Computl!r 
Science and lnformatton Technology, such as Makmal Micro I, Makmal Micro I. 
Mak111al Boolean, and etc were chosen as the testing platform. 
Windows Media Player (WMP) is the testing tool in implement this testing. WMP wa~ 
used to receive any multil·ast a11d unicast s1tca111i11g, which uv.1ilnhle from WcbTV 
sys1cm. There arc two t 'PCS of tcsti11g needed to ca11y out. 
I . To test 111111tkast stream. 
Type in thl: lJRL su~h as mm~://202.IH~. l09. 170(or lodl)/Jtation_ name.nsc in 
the Open Window~ 
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Type in the URL such as mms://202. 18~.I09.170(or lodl)lfde_11ame.asf or 
m~bd://202.18~.t09.168(or lod2):port number in the Opeo \\'indows 
The quaJaty of the stream was also evaluated during this testing. In addition, the 
pcrfon11ancc, which was the t11nc need to receive and start playing the stream was also 
include in this testing process. 
6.1.2 Database Connection Testing 
The purpose of database testing was to make sure data could retrieve from data store in 
LODI. Pcrfonnance and correctness for the database to make a connection and rctncve 
data was the key feature in this testing. Same as streaming testing, database connection 
testing was carried out in other network Web browser was the testing tool fm tc~ting 
database connection. 
To test the accuracy of the data rehicvc from the database, song name wns type in the 
box provided in the web page. After thnt, the data rcturu from the query was check for 
the correctness m1d the linking provided could be function . Performance of the dutabasc 
connection base on the time needed for retrieves data. 
6.1.3 Interface Testing 
In the WehTV system, the interface plays an important mlc in ensuring that the users 
arc able to navigate and internet with the system. The interface is tested for uscr-
fricndlincss. This is accomplished hy asking some users to test out the interface. 
'I he te 1in1• pcrfonncd hy nhscrving 11SCl'S 1c11ctiu11 while users nnvigmc nnd using the 
systom. Luter cvnlnntinn wm~ made tu dctc1mi11c the level of 11sc1 friendliness base on 
user fh'dhrtck and tnt1tl time cu11s1111rn for 11~1s to 1111dcrstu11d the function provided. 
ThiN will also c11lighll'll the pmhll•ms nssooi11tcd with the intcrfocc . 
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A module is a collect1on of dependent components, for ~xnmpk, the query form in 
HTML and the SQL statement generator which the latter unit must receives data from 
the former unit in order generate the SQL statement. A module encapsulates related 
components so that they can be tested without other system modules. 
Module testing involves integrating all the interfaces in the WcbTV system into a main 
interface to ensure that all components can be functional and interacts with each other 
correctly. This testing was carried out by checking all hyperlinks on each page is 
functional properly to ensure that the path provided is legitimate. Interactions between 
one page and another arc aJso tested to ensure that the information provided is display 
conectly to client. 
At this ttmc, an isolated pcrfonnancc test was also cruncd out on the hrnadcastrng 
module m WebTV system. This test was to ensure that the Windows Media Player, 
which embedded in the web page could provide to services for client to receive 
multicast and unicast stream For example, wbcn a user click on the television. songs, or 
movie button. The Windows Media Player embedded 111 the web page should he able to 
connect to broadcast server to retrieve the stream that user had selected. The 
perfonnance test was base on the time taken for buffering and play the stream. The time 
taken should be m a reasonable range, which was in between 15 to 25 seconds. 
6.3 Integration Ttsting 
When all modules were tested and satisfied the 1cqui1cmc11ts. they were inlcb"mtcd into 
the whole system Du1111g the i11tegmtio11, i11tcgmlio11 testing was carried out in order to 
ensure the components of the SYNtcm would support each other. The ot~jcctivc of 
i11tc!•ratio11 testing wc1c as following. 
Comparn the whole ~ystcm with the li111ctio11al and 11011-functional requirement. 
I >cti:~~1 n11y fo11l1 c11 hugs iu the i111cg111tcd t>yslcm . 
- '12 · 
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Exam the correct flow of the integrated system. 
The development of the WeblV System is divided mto modules and then all the 
modules are integrated as one main system. Therefore the bottom up approach is the 
most suitable integration testing method. 
At the beginning of the Web TV system integration testing, all the modules are added to 
the main interface. After that, try to access each module from the main interface. If 
there were no errors occur, this testing proceeds by switching from one module to 
another module. This is done by using the as I loc technique. 
During intCb'fation testing, if errors appear, then the module that goes wrong is 
identified. The input and output values that cause the errors arc used in module testing 
after the particular module rs amend 
6.4 System Testing 
After the integration testing, a final overall system testing is curried out. This test covc1s 
the performance, rcltabihty, accuracy. and other criteria. A testing team, which consist 
the developer and 4 users arc required to carry out the system testing. 
First, the team member will access the system from different network at the same time. 
This will detennrnc its ability of the system to suppor1 concurrent users to access the 
resources of the system. Next , the 4 users were asked to test the system without any 
instrnction or guideline from the developer to dete1111i11c the level of 11scr-fiie11tllincss of 
the ~ystcm . Any crrm~ oct.:ur d111ing the testing process will jotted down and the 
de.vclop<:r will try tn snlvc the c1ro1 ~. 
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7.0 System Evaluation 
7.1 WebTV Achievement 
Chapter 7 
System Evaluntion 
This section will discuss about the successful achievement of the project. The success of 
the achievement was base on the requirement of this system. 
7.1.1 Multicast and Unicast Services 
This system had the abi li ty to provide multicast streaming service for live television 
broadcasting and pre-recorded media files to computer users through LAN. A part from 
that, value added services such as. Video On-demand (VOD) and Music On-demand 
(MOD) also provided as extra services to the users. Jn conserving network resources, 
the maximum bandwidth for on-demand streams was set to maximum 56 kbps. 
7.1.2 Informative Services 
As an infonnativc system, this sy~1em docs provide e~tra linking to other wch site such 
as, CNN online, Dvrplaycr. etc. Brief description about those extra linking was also 
provided for the user to make a better choice, which can fit their needs. In addition, 
extra linking to local television schedule such as, TV'\ and NTV7 was also prnv1ded . 
With this addJtion service, users could know when will their favourite tdcv1s1on 
program on air. 
7.1.J lntcractiveServiccs 
Mailing service was provided to the users as a considcrntion for caters users, who need 
to interact with the system Mailing address and email address for contact WebTV 
administrator and local television stati<rn such as TVJ and NTV7 were provided. Users 
can post their C<1mmcnts m advice to Wch'l'V system administrator, TVJ. or NTV7 via 
email or trnditional mail. This sci vice had makes l>e<.'omc an intcrnctivc sy .. tcm. 
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Chapter 7 
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As a consideration of systt .. ·m requirement, the mh:rfocl! for this s\stcm was designed as 
simple as possible to achieve the uscr-fncndly requirement. but still maintain the 
interactive clements from the users point of view. To achieve this requirement animated 
graphic was used in the design and development of the web page. However, to maintain 
the performance for loading the pages, all graphics was store in .gif file format and the 
file size were less than 2.0k. 
7.2 System Evaluation 
Evaluation is an important phase in development of any project as it allows one to 
review the overall system in many a~-pects. This will provide the opportunity for 
improving the skill and knowledge for the future development of the project. The 
evaluation of the Web TV system is stated in the following section. 
7.2.1 Strength 
This system although docs not have powerful features to some extent, still has some 
strength of its own. 
7.2.1.1 lligh Scalability 
The WcbTV system is highly scalahle. ·1 he system has scalability in which it L pos. ihlc 
to add more hardware and soil ware easily to the WcbTV in future. The Windows Media 
Services broadcast server, llS web server, SOL server, and Wmtlows Media Encoder 
docs uot have to be place in the same machine, makes it possible to split and implement 
this system using decl1l·atl·d mal'11i11c. 
7.2.1.2 \\'iclc-at·rl·~ibilicy 
·1 he WchTV is dcploynhlc! on the LAN of l Jnivcrsity of M:ilaya. This hns provided 
wide·11Cl'cssihility fll ll!'\l"IS in that 11scrn ca11 lll'l'C ·~the Wch'l'V virtually from anywhere 
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in the Campus. Chcnt side software only rcquitl.!d the rnstalla1ion (.)f \\l'b browser and 
Windows Media Player 6.4 or later to access the stream. 
7.2.1.3 Loosely Coupled 
The WebTV 1s loosely coupled due to its three-tier architecture. It is not dependent on 
the implemcntat1on of any one of the tiers. For example. the existing SQL server on the 
bottom tier is replaced with an Oracle server. this will not require any changes on the 
presentation tier and only minor changes have to be implemented in the coding to 
reflect the changes made in the middle tier. This has provided flexibility in 
implementing future application or business solutions. 
7.2.1.4 Simple and l15er-friendly Interface 
This system is design to be simple and user-friendly from the very first beginning. 
Windows, icon, menu, and pointer tcchmques arc u~d extensively during the design of 
this WcbTV system. User should be able to navigate through the wch pages by simply 
pointing and clicking to the icon from the list in the menu provided. 
7.2.1.S IP Multicast Enable 
The ability of the broadcast server, Windows Media Services to provide multicast 
function is the fey factor to making the success of the WcbTV project. With this 
technology, hvc tclcv1s1on, movie files, or any pre-record media files can be stream 
over multicast enable network with minimum bandwidth consumption. 
7.2.1.6 Interactive Sy~tl'm 
The 11b1ltty or Wrnclows Media Sci vices to provide unicast function has made the 
system hccomc an intcrnctivc cn1crtninmcnt system. With unicast stream, users have the 
right to control the st1ca111. Users can pm1sc, lhst fmwnid, hackwanl, jump 10 ncxl or 
previous tmck of tlmt Sltl·mn . lntcmctivc nlso provided in the sense of this system allow 
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users to contact with e1thc1 tclev1s1on station such as TV~ and NTV7 or Web TV 
administrator. 
7.2.2 Limitation 
Despite some of the system strengths mentioned previously, there are limitations, which 
cannot be handle and researched. 
7.2.2.1 Limited Selection of WebTV programme 
The selection of television channel is only limited to local television programmes only 
for example TV3 and NTV 7 only. The movies and song.~ provided also limited to few 
movies only because this system to build is to show ability of the streaming pre 
recorded movie files (VCD) and audio files (MP3) over f P network using streaming 
technology only Copynght issue ts also one of the boundaries of this system. 
7.2.2.2 Version of Windows Mtdia Player Dependent 
The version of Windows Medtn Player in the client side will affect the performance of 
WcbTV in streaming media files to client. lf the version 1s not compatible, client will 
required to download codec from Microsoft web sites before receive the stream. This 
will delay users from receive the stream directly from the hroadcnst server on time. The 
appropriate version requires for watching or listening media tiles was 6.4 or later. 
7.2.2.3 Re,1uiremcnt For Broadband Conne('tion 
For the live television streaming and live prc-recmd media files streaming rcquin.:d 
broadband connection from the client side. which require nhnut 250 khps in order to 
access the live strcanung. This range uf bandwidth is necessary in order to provide n 
good qunlity of motion pichnl' fur l'licnt. As et result , the live stream is unable to receive 
hy Internet 11sc1s hc~nusc this range of bandwidth docs not ptovidcd by local l111cmet 
Service Prnvidcd (ISP) for norn1~1l Internet usc.:rs . 
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Along the process of completing this project, a lot of problems surfaced from time to 
time. These problems usually involved the using of new technologies and new products 
such as ASP, VB Script, Windows 2000 Server. IIS. Windows Media Services, and MS 
SQL Server. 
7 .3.1 Setting Up Server 
Many problems arc faced in setting up the relevant server in the WebTV such as SQL 
Server, Windows Media Services Broadcast server and Windows NT/2000 server. This 
problem is due to lack of experience in dealing with the server Many problems also 
faced with the Compaq ML 530, which require a difTerent set of installation procedures 
using their custom installation software. 
7.3.2 Unfamiliarity With New Technology 
Streaming tcchnolob'Y is still new lo the computing world. Problem is faced in 
understanding the concept and implementing the new technology to develop the system 
such as system architecture design to enhance the perfonnancc and usability of the 
system. Jn addition, the rc!qu1rcmc11t to convert media file to Active Streaming Format 
was also one of the problem encountered. The suitable converter for was difficult to 
dctcnnine. 
7.3.3 Incompatible Encoder 
This problem arises from the u c of Windows Media Encoder 7.0 (WME 7.0). This 
cnc.:odc1 is not compatible with Windows Media Services (WMS). The stream file 
format generated frnm WMJ-' 7.0 was in .wma. hut WMS only recognil'.A.! .asf file 
fomrnl. 
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The first two problems discuss above, was solved nftcr rcadmg products documentation, 
which provided along the product The third problem encounter during system 
implementation due to the file format generated from the newer version of Windows 
Media Encoder did not recog111zcd by the Wrndows Media Servtces. To solution for 
handle this problem was aJso simple. From the experience gain during literature review, 
the earlier version of Windows Media Encoder was compatible with Windows Media 
Services. So to solve tJus problem, the earlier version of Windows Media Encoder was 
chosen instead of Wmdows Media Encoder 7 .0. 
7.5 Future Enhancements 
In order to improve upon the current developed system, a few enhancement or new 
features could be added 
7.5.1 Integrated With Extra Information 
The current Web'I V system did not display any infonnation about the current and next 
stream of media files . It will be more mfonnat1ve 1f the stream infonna1ion is built into 
the database. The client who wants to know more detail about the stteam provided can 
browse from that particular stream infonnation and has a better understanding of \\hat 
will be display about the current and next streaming provided to client. 
7.5.2 Synchroni:t..e Song With l ,yrics 
To make the system become more nttractivc, songs' lyrics can be added into the system 
and synchromsc with lhc song This will enable users not only limited to listen to the 
song; their cnn also read the I 1·1cs provided from lhc system while the song is playing . 
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There is a lot of knowledge gained after the completion this project. This type of 
knowledge was very uscf ul Ill build up our career rn the future time. 
7.6.1 A Better Comprehension of Networking Technology 
One has to have sufficient knowledge on network systems when developing a solution 
for the WebTV. Issues such as shared resources, distributed systems, three tier 
architecture, type of network, broadcasting, and MPEG standard has to be understood 
completely. Security is also the m~jor concern in network system. 
7.6.2 Ability To Set Up NT/2000 Server 
The WebTV uses Windows NY/2000 server as it operating system at the administrator 
side. 'I his has provided the opportunity of teaming how to set up a domain fo1 the 
project such a<; create a primary domain controller (PDC) and backup domain controller 
(OIX') Some of the important knowledge gained mcludcs teaming how to c1catc new 
users account. In addition, skill also gained on how to set up resources for sharing 
among domain using trust relationship and also how to grant access rights to users. 
7.6.3 Understanding of Streaming Technology 
Streaming h.-chnolob'Y is some thing new in computer world. Windows Media Services 
has provided a good platform in understanding the streaming technology. With the 
excellent documentation prnvidcd, the concept or the streaming technology was gained. 
In addition to that, it also provided helter understanding in multicast stream and unicast 
s1tca111 . Although stream in~· tcd111ology is still new, the potential of technology is \el)' 
strong. /\n 1111dc1standing in this tcchnoloID' wus an nclclitionnl competitive ndvw11ngc. 
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Microsoft SQL server is designed for the use ovc1 the any network.. As such. the 
Microsoft SQL server will be an interesting busmess solution to distributed 
organizations. In the sense, knowledge on the features and functionality of the SQL 
server 1s of great value. 
7.6.5 Improve Debugging Skill 
ASP does not provide debugging function . Without the reliance on automated 
debugging tools, other dcbuggmg methods have to be used such as displaying message 
boxes and pr:intmg values of variables onto the page. This has provided an opportunity 
to improve debugging skill. 
7.6.6 Active Server Pages 
ASP technology, though new. has captured the attention of many softw.1rc and wch 
developers. It provided very powerful features enabling one to create highly interactive 
and dynamic web pages. The very core of ASP technolob'Y lies m the implementation of 
object-oriented concept Knowledge in ASP has propelled one to the forefront of web 
base technology. 
7. 7 Review of Goals 
In overall, the initial objectives set hy the project have been archived. This project has 
successfully created an infonnativc. innovative, iutcractivc. and user-friendly web base 
cntertuinment system for Faculty of ComJluter Science and lnforr11ntion Technology. ln 
add1t1011, the system has the ability of implement live encoding and streaming of 
tclevis1on program or media fill' using n111ltic11 t tedmology through LAN. The 
succcsst'ul of the crontion of' low hnmlwidth media lilcs, enable the rn1·<lema11d services 
provided would 11ot l'on~11mc 11111ch m~twmk lmmlwidth. 
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Conclusion 
Overall, this project has successfully delivered the system on time and fulfilled the 
objectives and requirements as dctcnnmed during system analysis phase. This system 
not only allows users to watch onlinc television programs using their personal 
computer, it also provides the onhne movies and songs to the users. 
In addition, to make this system more attractive, on-demand services also provided to 
users. Users can select the movie or song from the database on demand . As an 
infonnative and interactive system, this system docs provide some useful link to othe1 
web sites and also provides mailing services for users to contact the administrate>r 
This project has provided the golden opportunity to learn the fundamental of datahasc 
programming while at the same time, gain knowledge of Microsoll technology such as 
Windows Media Services, SQL server, Windows NT/2000, llS, and Visual lntcrDcv. In 
addition, it also provides the opportunity to expose to hardware technology throughout 
this pro.1ect. Thus, the knowledge gained during this project 1s priceless. 
Web IV rs an innovative and groundbreaking concept, which deploys the multimedia 
and streaming technology in a web base system lo provide nn information nnd 
entertainment to computer users. 'I he success of this project will introduce a new way to 
wutch telcv1smn program to Internet users . 
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Glossary 
Active Streaming format (ASF) 
A low-overhead data format for multimedia streams, encapsulating images, audio, 
A vr. and so forth. as well as URl..s. and allowmg for the synchronii.ation of these 
objects within the stream. A NctShow server can stream ASF fonnatted content and 
can store ASF streams as .asf files. 
Advanced Streaming Format (.asf) file 
An audio or video file that is formatted in ASF 
ActiveX 
Microsoft Act1veXrM technologies arc an open technology platform that extends the 
Windows architecture to include Internet and corporate Intranet fcuturcs und 
capabilities. ActiveX embraces both Java and Microsoft's Component Object Model 
(COM) technologies. 
ASFChop 
A command-line utility for trimming the beginning or end of an ASF stream that hns 
been stored by the Real-Time Encoder. 
ASF Editor 
A graphical tool that allows you to uuthor, test, and gcnerutc an ASF file. The tool is 
designed to handle most or the issues or encoding nnd timing of low to mid hit-rate 
content. rt allows the author to pince oh.1ccts sounds, images. und URLs-so that 
they appear ut the coucct time during plnyhack. It docs not produce video files. 
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ASF Real-Time t:ncocJcr 
An encoder used to author live ASF mul11mcd1u strt!'nms It allo\\s control of 
dynamic mixing of input media, and 11 outputs nn ASF str~am for distribution. 
ASF Stream Descriptor (.asd) file 
A configuration file created and read by Windows Media Encoder. The file contains 
Encoder settings that describe the characteristics of a multimedia stream. The file 
also is read by the Windows Media Station service to define the stream format 
supported by a given station. 
ASF Stream Redirector (.asx) file 
An ASX metafile that provides information that Microsoft Windows Media Player 
uses to receive unicast streams, multicast streams, and other supported media from 
an J ntranct or the J nternct 
Bandwidth 
Jn communications, the difTcrence between the high~-st and lowest frequencies in n 
given range. For example, a telephone line accommodates a bandwidth of 3000 l l;r .. 
the difTerence between the lowest (100 I f,1) and highest (1300 111') frequencies it cun 
carry. In computer networks, greater bondw1dth networks indicate faster data-trunsfcr 
capability. Bandwidth is expressed in hits per second (bps) In the NctShow 
environment, the NctShow Administrator can specify bandwidth constraints for a 
variety of functions, including maximum aggregate unicast handwidth from the 
server, maximum bandwidth for u single unicast stream from the server, and the 
continuous bandwidth used hy a multicast lite transfer. 
Rit raft> 
The speed 11t which hirnu · l'ontl!nl l'Ull he strt:amcd ucross a network. It usually is 
mcuswcd in kilobits per scl'nnd (Khps) for cxumplc, 2K.K Kbps Windows Medin 
l ~lll'Odcr um.I Windows Mcdiu Admi11ist111tor have !\cttings fi.,r the hit mtc of ASF 
content . 
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Broadcast multicast 
Delivery or one stream hy n W111<.lows Media sc1vc1 tn man) l.'11cnts, \\hich ltsten to 
it by monitoring the IJ> address over which the stream is multicast From the client 
perspective. a broadcast multicast 1s a connect1onlcss C'\pencnce because the client 
never connects to a Windows Media server 
Broadcast unicast 
A point-to-point connection that a client initiates to a publishing point on a Windows 
Media server 
Buffer 
An area of memory reserved for use as an intermediate repository in which data is 
temporarily held while waiting to be transferred between two locations A buffer 
ensures that there is an uninterrupted now of data between computers. 
Client 
Typ1cally, the software that makes requests in client/server communications Client 
software requests connections and communicates with servers. 
C'odcc 
Short for compressor/decompressor. An algorithm or scheme used when recording 
digital video or audio. A codec is used, for example, when video is transmitted over 
the Internet: the video is compressed on the sending end nnd decompressed on the 
rece1v1ng end Wmdows Media Tools provides a choice or codecs for ASF content. 
Users can select a codec based on the uu<lio or image quality, and image si1c 
prdcirc<l. 
DiHtf'ihution modt• 
A s1:1ti11u ol' W111dow-. M1.:di11 ~l·1vc1 rompommts lhut indicutcs whcthc1 Windows 
Ml·dia sc1v\!1 l'Olllf)Olll'nts urc goinu to mul1il~us t the ASF 8trcam. distribute 'the ASF 
~trl'lllll (vin 1111ic11!.'I), rn do both . ll'lhl~ distribution mode is set to multicast only. then 
• 81). 
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the server broadcasts the /\SF strcum v1t1 mult1cn~t and unk!\!\t. lf tht' distribution 
mode is set to distribution only, then the server dehn!rs thl' :\SF stream if requested 
by another server that 1s going to broadcast thl! ASI· strcum. l f the distribution mode 
is set to both, then the multicast mode and the d1strihut1on mode are functional. 
Encoder 
A tool that can convert both live and stored audio and video content to an ASF 
stream, which then can be streamed over a network by a Windows Media server. To 
provide added depth to your content stream, you can add script commands. These 
scnpt commands can be used to go to a specific Web site, initiate page flips, provide 
rating infonnatlon, or create an e-mail message. Once a content stream is created, 1t 
can be written to an .asf file for playback later. 
llomc publishing point 
The root directory for publishing ASF content. Microsoft Windows Media Player cun 
stream any asr files placed in this directory or its sulxlircctories. I\ home publishing 
point is also an on-demand publishing pomt. Unlike other publishing points, a home 
publishing point docs not have an alias Instead, the computer name is used in a l IRL 
for access to the home publishing point Also called the ASF root directory. 
Internet Protocol address (IP addr~~) 
A 32-hit number that is the unique IP address of each computer or device on the 
Internet. This number specifics a physical locution, or node, on the network. 
lntl'rm•t Server API (ISAPI) 
A framework for creating u dynnmic link libnuy (DLI .. ) to provide Internet scrvcr-
side functionulity. Windows Medin Services uses IS/\PI to provide one of the options 
for SC<'lll ity, 
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Intranet 
A network belonging to un orgnni1.ation. Only m~mb~rs t)f that organization have 
access to it. An intranct that 1s connected to the Internet usunl1) is protected by a 
firewall or other device. 
Media Stream Broadcast Di~tribution protocol (MSBO protocol) 
A protocol used to reference a Windows Media Encoder, which is the source of a 
stream, such as msbd://serwr name It also is used when streaming from the 
Windows Media Station service to a content-storage server. In addition it 1s used for 
·server-to-server distribution. 
Metafile 
In a Windows Media Technologies system, a text file that contains informutmn, f'o1 
media content. Windows Medan Services use three kinds of mctafiles: .asd file 
mctafilcs, .asx file mctafiles, and .nsc file metafilcs. 
Microsoft Media Server protocol (MMS protocol) 
A protocol used to reference and stream .asf files from a Windows Media server 
Micro'4<>ft Windows Media Player 
A client program or control that receives streaming media from a Windows Media 
server. This control either can run us n stand-alone client cxecutublc program or can 
be embedded in a Web page, Ct 1 program, or a M1croson V1suul Basic progmm that 
uses the client ActiveX control Macmsof\ Wmdows Mt:diu Pluycr is the first w:rsion 
that is a universal player. 
Multica~t 
A one-to-rnuny connl'l' tion in which multiple clients can receive the some stream 
f'rom 11 sci H'I. Io h .:n' l\'l' 11 multicu'>I, 11 client mu~t have ucccS!; lo a mult1cn t-
cnnhlcd network. In l~ontmst . 11 unicnst is u onc· to-011c conm;ct ion in which one cl icnt 
[\.'Cl'i\l'S u di!'liill't s trc11m l'rom II SCIVCI', 
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Multicast-enabled network 
A network that has routers that can interpret Class DIP nddr~sscs 
On-demand 
Describes stored media content that is available for streaming on a \Vindows Media 
Services system Windows Media Services can stream either stored content from a 
publishing point, or live content using Windows Media f ncoder. 
On-demand unicast 
A point-to-point connection that a client initiates to a publishing point. Jn an on-
demand unicast the server streams stored content to the user. 
Port 
A location on a server from wluch content streams to a client. A port is rcp1cscntccl 
by a number that is part of a URL. Windows Media server components, when in use, 
bind to ports. By default , the Windows Media Unicast service binds to port 1755 nnd 
the Wrndows Media Station service binds to port 7007 If HTl'P streaming is cnahlcd 
for a service, then that service switches to use port 80, which is the prefcm.·d port for 
any I rrrP streaming You can change the ports that any of the Windows Medin 
server components use by cd1tmg the registry 
Protocol 
A set of formats und procedures thnt cnabll! computers to exchange information. 
Protocols that Windows Media Services use include I JTl'P, MMS, und MSBD. 
Puhli"hing 1>oint 
A virtual directory u~cd for storing l'onlcnt thnt is availuhlc to clients, or for 
ucrc:-;sing u live stream. 'lil:nts rcuch a puhlishi11g r<,int through its URL 
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Station 
A defined location from which a player can rcCl'l\C sttl'ams. In ct1i:~t. 1\ ts an lP 
address and a port Windows Mcdm server components use statrnns with ASF 
streams only, and save station infonnation as u rile with nn .n~c extension. 
Stream 
Data transmitted across a network and any properties associated \vith the data. 
Streaming data allows the player to begin rendering the data immediately instead of 
waiting for the entire file to be downloaded. 
Unicast 
A client/server connection in which a client receives an on-demand stream of stored 
content from u server, or receives a broadcast of live content. No other client hus 
access to this stream. In contmst, a single multicast stream is available to multiple 
clients. 
User Datagram Protocol (UDP) 
A connectionless transport protocol in the TCP/IP protocol stack that, like TCP, runs 
on top of IP net works. 
Video ca11turc card 
An add-on board for providing digitized images on a computer. With n video capture 
card, you can provide live camera or VCR mput to Windows Media Encoder 
VidToASF 
A con11nand-linc utility thut quid..:ly converts 1111 cdilcd .uvi or .mov file to an .a!'f tilc-
so that it cun he ston:d un a Windov~s Medin server und streamed to clients. 
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WavToASI' 
A command-line utility thut quickly converts nn edited .wm .mJw tik to''° 4\sf lite 
so that it can be stored on a Windows Media server und streamed to chcnts 
Window~ Media Encoder 
A feature of Windows Media Technologies u ed to create live ASF streams. 
Windows Media Encoder turns live audio and video content into an ASF stream and 
distributes that stream through a port. Windows Media Encoder also can save an 
ASF stream as an .asf file. Windows Media Encoder can distribute an ASI· stream 
via MSBD protocol or 1 ITJ'P. 
Windows Media Station (.n~c) file 
A file that describes a station to the player. The player accesses the station file 
indirectly by way of an .asx file that directs the client to u specific .nsc file. 
- 1)-1 -
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Appendix A 
Existing System Sample Output 
:J I UPt Y'11fn1nrl,., I Mu lf•t•llf lrif••Hu•I I ~pluuq "fJ£1 
Figure A.1 CNN Online 
l•'i~m·4• J\.2 AclvcnturnTV.rom 
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Appendix A 
Existing System Sample Output 
18' C-\MjDilcu••-\•~·-·~iMP..- ... ~ ........ ~ 
De &Ill ~ ......... .IPGl9 tlwlp 
I Juve Musk: ChaN1el• 
f' igure A.3 DvrPlayer.com 
Want m ote video ;and :.mho h1ghhnhts '/ 
r·or o 1111 onttnng of CCPN com'a 111000 tmd oudio <.ho<.k out our 
<.:Ompr ehensrvo 1 aoa 
0 11fyou'roanNHI lanche<l<OtAour I 
W lfl ltll lhO~a 11AO<IU VOU14 got @ll1QOSIV9 htgllllgln 
UOl'llO '(QUI IN«l tMi,>1~1 {.lhl rool 
,.,. •• v• , W••htnvtun1 
()ustln Con tlOllS n ewo. run homer to tJIVQ 
V6no;;OOll()r, W :;t~ngton tho lo6cl 
<~ l•va'4tf'MI "'' N•w Vntill 
N.-w Yoik'a 1 Mllkll Whilmo1• r>lll!I U10 
OOl1tr1< lor 1111 tho hM.kot 1111<1 foul 
T OP 4 0 
CONTC.MPOAARY 
lechnic.I 
................... 
T'1 I shtn t u o' watch 
llun• l.I µ), \IOU will 
need 10 kill .. lh• l• l•t 
v•r••On uf the 
IW..,.• v•r D1h.,""1••~ .I 
' "'" MeelYhl•• •I l~l•N 
IRWlt "'• N•w ....... , ......... 
Julilm \/•11 lorv .. clo tlll«lt 11 •lovp t•w tho two run 
.... IKWOOI 
f<'iaturt• A.4 ESPN Sport 
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Appendix A 
Existing System Sample Output 
VldeoCJ:lettker I T lt•ollrf Mii rCJI CJll lnlernul I )lf)ltN • r 
file f.dll ~- ~""'• [ool• U•lfl 
-0 li'l ~ ~ !i:.I ~ .Lli. ""' 
l:llop Rotlrnh 11ome li4!11<d> t rworM• tilel(lry M CMt P'liftl 
ttom•• .Bad<; Ac:c:•H Hollywood 
Movie Treiler: "Chwii•' • Angel•" 
Check vour lacal l11tin<J• and ""•tch "•ccen 
tlnNywor>rf' 
covering th• world of ent••l••nm•nt from att anglas via 
e•clu .. v• ,.ports o f b,.•1"'11 showbiz n-s. on-depth 
celebt•IV 1ntervoews, and baelst~• accounts of the 
most important evenl9 in Hollywood, "Access 
Hofivwooa• 11 fall becOll"llr•!I tt>• "•Mt authontallv• ' 
ent..-tal!V'!Mtnt ""'"'~•l•n• shO,. on te!evtAQl'I, 
rritering ots fOUtth • ason at a tm• "'""" pubbc 
interest In thO b h1nd•tho•1cene1 •••t y of oea• ·ng 
entert...,_nt nva!s th• demand ror the .,,,.,....,..,,..,,, 
Itself, 0 Aecn1 Holywood• con11nUe1 '" rMongs 9mwth 
while bnla~ flQ ..... ground In onnno " ....... !he inside 
1tonM they want 10 1 • 
Th• weeld•v h•ll hour ett.11on ol 0Acce11 .iouy .. .,oo• 
·~ dudK.:Mh•d to pt"ovttJ11-w cumpr•l•••••"• Gu•ure'.rr .,r 
the mo11 ompor1.,,1 eroterla•nmont 11onus of the d•y . 
''°m ..... .,.n,, ll•ICIJlllOn• ... , ... It>• hQttutl llMI '" 
I 1.,.11 ,, ...... -4 I ... _.. ... , •• ,,._,, • -- .. . .... f .... t ~ ... ....... ......... . 
. ,...... ,, .. 
Figure A.5 NBCi (VidcoSt-cker) 
l•' igurc.• A.6 ( NH(' Dow .font-s Hmdnt~• Vidt•o 
J\ . ~ 
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Appendix B 
How To Edit Media Files 
BJ flow To .Join/Cut .mpg Files 
TMPGEnc was use in joining any .mpg file during this pmJl'Ct B\'.'lo" shows how to 
join two or more .mpg files into single file. 
1.) First activate the TMPGEnc program. Followmg figure B.1 shows the 
TMPGEnc windows 
~ T Ml't,f "' l!llfiiJ Ei 
~ .... 
Proer ... 
Et---1 
n....,,.,. 
no oo oo 
00 00 00 
Oii 
jiliiio 1 3'2.dMO l2P P71.,. CllA I ~ 
Figure B. I TMPGEnc 
00 .00 00 
Output •t.- t,poo 
("' V1don .,,,,, 
("' Audu> or.I, 
DID 
r '··- (y, .... only) 
("' s.,n- <-10 only) 
r. 1y.- IY1..,.Ao.lool 
2) On the File Menu, Click on MPEG tools. In the MPEG tool' screen 
select C'ut/Join section as show in figure 8? below 
Ml•t '• t.1uh 1:1 
ln-· 
-'~"~·~~~~~~~~~~~~~~,•~·~·~·--~~l~r\d~~ Md 1 
•••·~I 
01 .. , 
0u., .u't I 
.... -1 
••••• 01-
Figt1tl~ B ) MPl ·Ci Tool'! Screen 
B · I 
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How To Edit Media Files 
3 ) After that, click on Add button to add nny mpg tik~. "hkh need h) 
combine as a single file 
4 ) Next, key in out1mt file name und dirrctory for ~tonng the file m 
Output box 
5 ) Finally, click on Sta:art button to activate the joining process. The 
process will take about 30 minutes for a full-length movie, which was one 
and a half hour. 
MPEG 1om Ei 
Vict.o: 22.84 MC "tot.I ... he•l 1,. hHrtl .a 
Audio : 
Output file : 
Figure B.3 Joining Process Screen 
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B2 How To Split/Cut .asf Files 
Sonic Foundry Stream Anywhere was use in spnt m l'lll :rn) a:-f fiks m thts project 
Follow steps shows how to cut nn asf lite mto smaller pt~-ccs 
1.) Activate the Sonic Foundry Stream Anywh~re as show in figure B.4 below 
•,.,,.,, I '""''"V ··•••··nu /\uywlu" ~r•l 1:1 
8 ")<' .:J ~ ,_J 
G-• t s-t ......, Iv... I w-~ 
T- U,._F'llaT-
S- O~t 
lAr9k 00 00 00 00 
Vldmoi- No-~ 
Vodeo _..._ No vodeoP'-
....-.1 .. - No......,p<-
Auclo...,._ No ..... "'_ 
Maker 
Figure B.4 Sonic roundry Stream Anywhere 
2.) From the File menu. choose Open/Add, or click the Open/Add button on 
the toolbar to add the media, which required being sprit. 
3) Browse to the file's location in the Open/Add Fi les dialog, or type the 
path and file name in the File name box Next. click Open as shows in 
figure B.5 below. 
11,,..,./1\tltl I 11•·• 151 EJ 
Lookjn 
--1 nood•• hies 
--1 songt 
Q91"\ y_ cop1 
Gontt 1n 60s 
lloal1111J hoo11 1 
MuvooU29 
~Mov•033 
~Mov1e1311 
..,. wek1m101 
I 1 \mov141 
El 
B . I 
~ I 
Cencel I 
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Appendix B 
1 low To Edit Media Files 
4.) Afler that, move the curso1 to tht.: nt.:w starling point tt'qllttt'd Ill th(' trnd. 
provided and click on the Maker in button, ~ • 
5.) Next, point the cursor to the finish point rcqutrcd 111 the track provided 
and clicks on the Maker Out button, J . 
6.) After the range required was dctennincd, from the File menu, choose 
Save as Streaming Media. 
7.) Select the Encode Windows Media format check box 
8) Select the required bandwidth for the new asf file to be created from the 
Windows Media Template list box. 
9 ) Key in the destination for the new media file in Destination folder for 
encoded fil~ box. 
I 0.) Finally, chck OK on the i'Zncode Files dialog to encode your file with the 
template selected by the encoding wizard. 
'• . ..... t t • -.. •• , ....... .,, , , M • •'• · • a'l 1:1 
l.l••lonaUon h:ildoot lo• --~ , ... 
~~vi. 
P Lr1<0ude Wond<>W• Medo• loonet 
w 
.. , El ____ _,. 
OK I 
Figure B.6 Save us Streaming Mcdm Wrndnw 
B • •l 
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Appendix C 
How To Create a VCD 
How To Create a VCD From Pre-record l\itediJl Viles 
Four phases involve in create a VCD from a pre-record nwdia ti ks ~lll'h a~' tdeotape 
(analog format) or live event capture. TMPGh1c. '\mg MPl'G Fncoder. and 
VCDGcar were required for converting media file to nppropnate VCD fonnat. Nero 
Bum Rom was used in burning the media file into a blan~ compact disk 
C l Phase One (Create ASF File From Pre-recorded File) 
The first phase required converting pre-record media file, which store in analog 
fonnat to MPEG 4 format such as Active Streaming Format. ASF format was chosen 
instead of .avi because it enables to minimize the storage space requirement. Winnov 
capture was needed in this phase for capture and convert analog file format to digital 
fonnat. 
I . First, Winnov capture card must be configuring properly Make sure video 
input was in com1>ositc input and audio input was in Aux input. After that , 
set composite input and Aux input active. 
2. Brightnes!ol, contra~t. saturation, and hue needed to Ddjust to producl! a 
good quality media file. 
3. Afier all configurations were done, play the videotape using VCR or camtra. 
4. To start record a video clip, click on the Record Vide<> Button or choose 
Record Video from the capture menu. During the capture the elapsed time 
is display below the image 111 the Vidcum Capture window. 
5. To stop recording, click the Record Video button again. An icon is 
displayed on the upper lell side of the Vidcum Capture image, indicating thnt 
the video clip is rcmJy. 
6. To snvi..· 1he v1t.lco clip to nsf li.>1m11t. dwosl: Sttn• A~ from the File .Menu . 
Next. name the t' aptu11..·d lik and spc<.lify the locution for store the file and 
nlso sckct ( 'm1Com ASF l~ornu1t tiom thl~ list hox. 
< • I 
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7. Then click the OK button (A dialog box will pop up fM mput Film Per 
second and rc~olution for the ASF video clip) Tht' comprcsst0n process will 
start. Wait about 30 minutes a 90 minutes \ 1dco clip in ASF fonnat was 
created. This ASr video created will converted into mpg format in second 
phase. 
C2 Phase Two (Create MPEG File From ASF File) 
Second phase required converting asf file created in phase one into mpeg file. 
TMPGEnc was used to perform this task. This phase is more complex compare with 
other phases because it involves two encoders for create an appropriate file format. 
Following step shows how to convert asf file into mpcg file using TMPGEnc. 
1. First activate the TMPG[nc program. Following figure 13.1 shows the 
TMPGEnc windows. 
[[ ~ ; • .:. -JI 
I 
Aud••_,, .. 
Proer-. 
.--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Oln 
00 00 Ill 
000000 
00 00 00 
~st,_,,.. 
r Yodoa Ofllt 
r ....... only 
r ..,._ (Y,.., .. 1,> 
r .,.- \Audoo ....,,,, 
r. ..,._ tv.~ • ., 
jiiito I &iiQ lit 117,,,_ Olll 11 !iOiJIPO :...,,,, , .. , Lo.,j '··· 
Figmc C. I TMP(llfoc 
2 Select Sy~km (Vich·o •· Audio) in the Output Ntn·Hm type. 
J. Spt't' tfy tht: lm·ntion of the video und audio sources in the Video sourre and 
Audio ~oun·t• hoxc~ . Aller that , spcci ly the output locat ion of the output tile 
<.'lt'.<lll:d lium ASI' lik. 
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4. finally, click on Encodl~ button to start encoding pttl~t.'ss 
The MPEG format created from TM PC.Enc wns not the appropriate fonnat for create 
a VCD To Achieve the VCD MPEO fonnnt Xing MPEG Fncoder was used in 
convert it to VCD MPEG format. 
(lo ~- tfelp 
.!.L~J .!!.1~..:..J!.!J Ji----
, ........ _.,, 
Figure C.2 Xing MPEG Encoder 
I . From the Xing MPEG Encoder main menu, click the New button to 
activate . 
.loh Wt/'•Ud •,,•It•• t o1 '•"'"•"" f'1uhl1• ~ 1 
-I SbtMm f-'luhlo» 
• .tlli Audio U,.,..,. L..,e1 9 
+ LI MPEG l 
I- ~VldeoCO iii)-
~ PAI.. 
~nlM 
i!911 S h-n\l/1Nl..t 
o.~ 
~ piolle et ..... • VldeoCO Mfl£G 
foloWlng the US (NTIC) ..,.._.tor 
ooloi .......... tnv ...... 
Video MPICi 1.18211240. 
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I low To Create a VCD 
3. To inpul the .mpg file. click the Urow~c hutfon nnd sd1.'1.'t ;m . mpg fit~ from 
the .Job Wizard - Source llnd Tllr~et Files window . 
. lnh W1.1.ur1 'l11111• t• 1u1c l f ·•llJrl ,-,.,." 1-:f 
Stre«nlwe 
r.- ~en! r !{deo oniy r Audio o"" Milke Batch I 
BJowee. .• 
8r_Q¥ne ••• 
T•getF._ 
B1ow- . 
<Back Help 
Figure C 4 Job Wizurd - Source and Target Files window 
4. Click the Finish Button to sturt the encoding process. The appropriate 
MPEG format for creating VCD was created. 
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CJ Phase Three (Crcnlc Dat •'ile From MPli:C~ Filt•) 
YCDGcar was used in converting MPEG file crcutcd to YCD format, "htch was 
DAT format This phase is simple compare with other phases. 
I. First, activate VCDGcar program and select mpeg -> dat from 
Extraction/Conversion list box as shows in figure C 5 below. 
" r r race 6tcllOI 8Md Sin 
r r ort• Seclaf ~·Sa F 
1oec1 I 
J • 1 1 Pnorhy 1 Norrnel 
1.,.,., I 
I 
Co"1plet1d: [!fll 
Figure C 5 VCDGcar 
r r 
2. Aller that, click on load button to speedy the source file in .mpg format, 
which was required to convert into .dat format. 
3. Next, name and specify the destination of the output file. 
4. Finally, click start button to start the encoding process. Wait about 20 
minutes for a 90 minutes media file to complete . 
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C4 Pha~c Four (Create VCD li' rom DAT Fill') 
After the DAT file was succcssful ly created. It cnn lw hum tntl) an empt) compact 
disk using Nero Burn Rom. This special sofiware was nel.'d hccause 1t automatically 
creates some necessary folder for a VCD such as CDI folder. FXT folder, MPEGA V 
folder, SEGMl:'.NT folder, and VCD folder. Those folders contain file or infonnation 
for the use of VCD player VCD player will not be able to play the VCD if one of the 
folders docs not exist. 
Before start burning the VCD, make sure the MPEG files are suitable for Video-CD 
Following steps shows how to burn the DAT file into an empty compact disk. 
I. Click on the Video-CD icon in the New Compilation dialog window, 
which opens after Nero was started. If Nero was already opened, the 
dialog window can be reached through the icon for New Com1•ilation . 
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Figur\! C.7 Nero Burn Ro111 
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2. Select Video-CD from the list und click on the N"'" hutcon nt the nght of 
the New Compilation window. 
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Figure C.8 New Comp1lation Window 
3. The corresponding blank compilation window for Video-CO will open. 
This CD-ROM (lSO) window with a list of MPEG files, JUSt like the 
Mixed-Mode compilation, which contains all the required files an<l 
directories. Those directories and files cannot delete. 
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4. To add desired mcdin file, go to the Vn~W > N~" File Bro'" se::r 
command or by clicking on the File Browser icon Afkr thnt, ch~l on the 
desired MPEO files in the File Browser with the mouse and then drag 
them into the MPEG list in the bottom part of the window. 
5. Next, open the write dialog. The easiest way to do this is to click on the 
Write CD icon in the toolbar. All of the preferences may now be 
examined and changed if necessary. 
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Figure C. I 0 Wntc CD Window 
Click on the Write button for start the burning process. As a last St\! 
message like "burn process was successful with 2x(300 KB/s)'' \ . 
• Vt II 
up 
7 Pinally, the CD will be ejected and the YC'D was created success fun 
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The process of create a video CD can he summarize us folio\\ 
Winnov TM PG Enc XingMPEG 
Capture Card Encoder 
Pre-recorded tl ·I Media File ----. • • 
- -AS•' Format MPEG Format 
Video CD 
Was Created 
Nero Bum 
Rom 
Y\DGear 
DAT •'ormat 
Figure C. 11 Process For Create A Video CD 
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